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Abstract of Thesis 

Using a theoretical base that incorporates curriculum studies, art therapy, folk culture, 

ethnomusicology and psychology, the author/researcher, a folksinger and songwriter, uses a 

collection of eight original songs to propose a mode1 of the artist as creator and trammitter of a 

holistic non-school curriculum for the adult classroom of the culture at large. 

Issues of world view are discussed as a basis for proposing an emerging paradigm of 

inter-connectivity. With this paradïgm, the artist is presented as a significant educator for society 

through a psychological, cultural and transpemnal connection with universal creative energy. 

The thesis includes a CD of songs dong with the written text to fonn a holistic artistic research 

inquiry into the subject matter. 
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How to read thW test 

This thesis has a soundtrack. The written and audio material here subrnitted are both necessary 

to understand the mahodological approach and the content of this repoR As a research inquiry 

into the development and transsnission of holistic curriculum, this thesis must be read in a 

holistic fashion The songs on the CD are integral to the work Without them there is no thesis. 

The songs are the source of the M e n  words on the page. 

Art and scholarship are collective cultural efforts. Some key people helped and supporied me in 

the creative process of making the CD and writing this thesis 1 would lilce to thanlr Dr. Joyce 

Wilkinson, Tim Bartw, Ruth Walmsley, my paremts and especially Robin Haggerty for theu 

critical, practical and emotionai support. 

Al1 songs on the CD are registered with SOCAN and copyright Daniel Bakan 1985-98 except 

'The Dead Song" copyright Danny B a h  and Gwen Bailiie 1993. The CD was produced by 

Danny Bakan with Tim Bartoo and engineered by Tim Bartoo with Danny B k  The musicians 

on the album are Danny Bakan (guitars, 5 string banjo. harmonica, mandolin, percussion and 

vocals) with Tim Bartoo (piano, back up vocals). Joel Bakan (bas), Mick Gmwski (drums). 

Robin Haggerty (vocals) and Ruth Walmsley (vocals). 



The Longest Day 

on the longest day when you ny so hord 
corne what mayyou never get too far 

the night won 't corne and the sun won 't stay 
on the Iongest doy 

on the h g e s t  ùùy with its weeping wind 
the dry the dust that never ends 

you'd love to go but you stdl rnmt stay 
on the longest d q .  .. 

the Iight up on the hifi if was so bright and if wus stifl the longest dày 

on the longest dcry when you try so hard 
come whar rnay you never get too fur 

the nighr won k corne and the sun won 't stay 
on the longest day 

on the longest day fiorn dawn to dusk 
seems to imt as long as trust 

you 'd love to go but you still rnust stay 
on the longest d q  

I walked across rheir bones 
just to spendsome time done 

their spirits seem to linger Zike the names efched in the stone 
I walked across their bones 

jwt Me mine but overgrown 
the Iight up on the hill if was so bright and it was stiZl 

the Iongest day 

the h g e s t  &y when you try so hard 
corne what nury you never get too far 

the night won? come and the sun won? stay 
on the Iongest ùày 



In the surnmer of 1994 I attertded a music festival in Mission, British 
Columbia. It was a gloriozrs hot summer solstice weeked. I wandered 
from the site of the festivities andjOund my way into a large grmeyard set 
on the top of a hill. This graveyard hod belonged to the monastery that 
had once cafled this site home. The grmestones, of which there were ut 
least a hundred, were identical. Each contained on& two pieces of 
information: the monastic name of the brother who lay there and the dutes 
of his birth and death. As I "walked across their bones" 1 was struck by 
the o n o ~ t y  of these memoriuIs. Each step I took brought me tu the 
headstone ofyet another monk, of whom I could know nothing. I codd not 
tell their joys, fears. p lemures or toments. I could tell neither their works 
nor triumphs. All I knew wos thuî here lay a life t h  was. Here, in this 
beautrfùl countryside, on the longest day of the year. our rnortality was 
punctuated I was moved by the struggles of Inles whkh will be 
inevitabiIity defined by afinal breath of corpreality. 1 returned to my 
campsite at the festival, and wrote the text for the song "The Longest 
Day 
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The artist as educator 

It is the position of îhis thesis that the artist is an educator, using unique instructional stnitegies 

to deliver implicit and expticit knowledge to the classrwm of the culture at large. This creative 

expression does not happen in isolation, but is itself cailed forth by cultural forces which 

influence the artist. The artist is a receiver and transmitter of knowledge and information to 

others in the community. The artist is a teacher. Art contains, implies, and transmits curriculum. 

The c ~ c u l u m  is holistic, noniinear, open and metaphoric. 

This thesis can be read as a fable pointing to an underlying holism in education and art. The 

songs on the CD and the written text function synergistically to present this fable. Included are 

analyses of some cultural and psychological processes which are engendered in folk Song 

writing, popular culture, and art in general. As well as d y s i s ,  both the written and the audio 

components of this thesis contain stories. Some of these stories provide examples of how art is 

taught and what it teaches. Some are less obvious in their educational content. Although this 

thesis is a theoretical study of curriculum, deeper meaning can also be discovered in the songs 

and Stones themselves. 

There is an aspect of the postmodern to this work. Traditional academic research removes data 

fiom its context and distances the scholar nom the subject in order to promote ccobjectivity". 1 

have not done this. 1 am the data, both in my anaiysis and my research. This is a holistic inquiry. 

The subject, samples, theory and explication are al1 comected In order to undentand its 
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meaning the reader must connect to the material in a holistic fashion. Some of the images and 

stories are imprecise, open, undehed and nonlinear, but these wmbine with the theoretical 

aspects of this work to make both a narrative and a teaching. The reader is asked to look between 

the Lines and recognize the statements silently made concerning the nature of research as they 

read the text and listen to the music. 

Songs as data 

The songs on the CD are in part samples of non-schwl curriculum for the culture. For example 

the song The Longest Dqy was written in response to an encounter with a graveyard on solstice. 

As the writer 1 use the song to corne to terms with the diniculties of daily life juxtaposed with 

the hality of mortality. The Song speaks of the stniggle and simultaneous wonder that life 

demands. This content is appropriate to my culture as a white male growing up in North America 

in the latter twentieîh century. The Song uses f d a r  musical and literary themes to address an 

aspect of the existential issues common among my peers. This Song is dso true to its musical 

tradition. North American popular folk music fiequently ̂ tells a storyJ7 or imparts a message to 

its listener. As an artist having grown up within this folk tradition, 1 use the familiar vehicle of 

Song to transmit meaning to my listenem. 

Storied experiences as data 

Story is at the heart of this thesis. First person autobiographical stories, as well as the songs and 

stones about the songs, are marked in italics. These sections are distinct fiom the aoalysis found 
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in the non-italic tea. They refiect the artist's voice, not the scholar's. Even with this contrived 

distinction, the artist will sometimes speak as a scholar. As weii, the scholar will a? times use an 

artist7s voice. There is analysis in the poetry and poetry in the analysis. Both voices converge and 

synchronize to deliver the data and anaiysis that supports my mode1 of the art& as a creator of 

curriculum. 

Along with the stories in the çongs and the stories about the stories in the songs, I w i .  tell stories 

fiom my life. The storîes I have chosen reveal a larger narrative. They weave an 

autobiographical tale focussed on the some of the eveats, thoughts and influences that brought 

me to my role of artist, educator and transmitter of cultural knowledge. The "&ta7' of this 

inqujr is not only the artïstic expression documented on the accompanying CD, but also these 

stories. 

An autobiographical tale is not without self-interpretation. When a subject selects stories for the 

telling, she is engaging in a process which implies a meaning. Choosing cWs" story and "that7* 

story presupposes an interpretation of significance. By selecting some stories and not others an 

edited tale is told. Biography is often recorded as if it is a linear process. It is not The stones 1 

tell today will change in Mie; as 1 understand them differently, as I reinterpret hem, as 1 find 

new gems buried in my memory. How 1 teli my story this year may difEer fiom how 1 will tell it 

next year. The context in which one understands a story d l  determine the interpretation and its 

telling. Lives are not static objects. They are webs of meaning, action and memory in a 

holographic syrnphony. 
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Even more complex here, the journeying creator is also the reporter telling of the travels. This 

reporter can tell, fiom a single perspective, what was heatd and thought dong the way. Stones 

c m  be told and songs sung as leamed on the road, but there are other stones and songs which are 

not remernbered, unheard, considered unimportant or without tirne to tell. The data of this thesis 

is selective and that selectivity is appropriate. Folk culture is also selective. InfomL teaching 

and learning are nonlinear- It may be that aii research data is selective. Interpretation certaicly is. 

And so the data of this thesis is an interpretation which is also an analysis. 1 will show how the 

stories told in art, and specifically those in the songs on the CD, transmit specinc and universal 

knowledge. 1 will use contemporary theory, story, Song and biography together to develop my 

thesis. The style of this writing is not linear. Songs, stories, ideas and notions may appear out of 

context. At t h e s  1 wili deeply discuss a song; at times 1 will Iet the song stand on its own. It is 

wrïtten this way in order to show how art and theory can intertwine to form a symbiotic 

relationship communicating a synergistic whole. Art is education; theory is enlightening; each 

effects the other and both are contniutions to the development and transmission of culture. As 

well, the CD itself is a contribution to the musical folk culture that has surrounded me aii my 

life. My thesis in irelf is a work of art. 1 am an artist who is also an educator. The art educates; 

the theory is artistic. Al1 is wmected. And this is the very model of curriculum exemplified by 

holistic studies. The artist is a model of holistic curriculum in action. 
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In the best of aif possible worlds 1 could present this work in pema 1 wouid mite the text, tell 

the stories and sing the songs in sequence to make my points. Of, with multimedia support, this 

. . 
couid be a digital document combining text and sound. Minimally, the reader shodd use any 

available technology to absorb this material in an integrated fashion. Listen to the music. Read 

the paper. Stop and play the songa as they appear in the t ex .  Neither the written component 

nor the CD will cornmunicrite the research data to you on iCs own. They must be absorbed 

and understood together. Follow me on this journey. 
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Some stories: Sean O'Higgin and E b b e t h  W d  

I have always had a love of the arts. This was nourished by some good teachers. A.@ best 
teachers about art were artists themselves. I don T believe any of these people were certiifed with 
any 08cialZy sanctioned license to teach They were artists first, who hoppened to teach on the 
side, 

When I was eight or so, I attended a summerprogram at a school in D ~ o w n  Toronto. This 
was run by Toronto 's Inner City Angels. These were the days of govemmentjhding for the arts, 
and the summerprogram wasfiee to users. Artistsfiom the Inner City Angels were ako broughr 
into schools during the scholastic year. Through Sean O*Higgin, a poet associated with the 
organizatzon, we f o d  out about the summer program, which my brothers and I attended 

Sean was a poet who arrived as a Pest artist to my public school. He believed in breaking 
traditional barriers to language andpoetry. He was teaching concrete and sound and concept 
poetry j u t  when it was coming inlo vogue. 1 was in grode fow. 

I remember we made something cailed "The Poetry Box9*, a ha& on box of " s t f l '  to be sent to 
other schools. Sean dejined a poem as "something t h  makes you think ". I think this simple 
approach to poetry heiped me to be unafiaid of writing. A p e m  did not have to be a great work 
in iambic pentameter. It could be a simple thing. Words that maRe you think. 

In lhat yeor we also peflomed a show at the new St. Laurence Centre for the Arts. We gave out 
fortune cookies stuffed with owpoems and droppedpoetry balloons fiom the catwalks over the 
audience 's headr. I read my poems along with other classmates for an appreciatbe audience of 
adulrs and children This was a highlighr of the school year for me. I was eager to attend the 
summer program t h t  Sean was involved in. 

A woman named Elizabeth Ward was a h  a teacher ut this sumrner program Elizabeth would 
write original musical comedies with parts toilored to the kids in the program. Her work becarne 
a huge part of my life. Siie fell in love with my  tur raï "hammyness " and wrote a part in the 
play that let me live this up to the fillest. Iplayed Flonagan Fantastic Burton, a very vain and 
furnous actor. I was a big hit. Afrer the szmrmer I enrolled in Elizabeth 's weekly classes ut the 
Global Villoge Theatre on St. Nichoh Street near Yonge and Wellesley. I I d  no idea ut the 
rime just how nwturing my parents were being. mey allowed me, ut ten years oldor so, ro go 
downtown on my own. They paid for the program without cornplaint and supported me in if. M y  
fiiend Danny W. and I would get on the subway every Satwday morning to go to class. 
Elizabeth would write plays designed to Aighlight the talents of the kids in the program. There 
were no stars. We did not "study theatre '5 we learned by doing. Elizabeth wodd teach staging, 
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theatrical presence and voice through the productzon of the play. I uttended this program for 
iwo years. 

Afrer class, my fiiend and nomesuke Danny W: and1 would go to Yonge Street and wuder 
through the hippie stores and eat ut Mt. Subllulrine. In days of spring thaw we wodd make 
rivers and dams in the rnelting snow and mud on St. Nicholas Sireet ... our big rubber boots 
digging trenches in the puddles. On colder days we would go to a huge indoor flea market and 
ta& play and shop for cool black lighr posters, incense and beads. 

Curriculum of culture in non-schoo1 setfings 

Curriculum beyond the cla~srwm 

Dialogues on c'curriculum" have extended notions of the field to embody a much wider 

environment than only that of forma1 schooling. Clandinin and Comelly define curriculum as 

"something experiential in situations made up of people and their surroundhg environrnents" 

(1989,578). As these experiences have emotionai, moral and aesthetic content (bid.), they fom 

a holistic multi-intelligence transmission of information fiom one person to the nextl. 

Transmission of information does not only take place in schools but is found throughout the 

culture as a whole. Film, music, theater, newspappers, television, and art dl deliver curriculum to 

our culture while defining the culture. Curriculum is more than that which is formdly sanctioned 

by the regulators of our society. It is also the content and vehicle for human learning which takes 

place throughout society. 

Conle, Carola and Bakan, Daniel. 1998 Moral Modehg in Schools and the Media, 
unpublished paper presented May 28, 1998 at the 26th annuai conference of the Canaciian 
Society for the Study of Education. Ottawa, Ontario.. 
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Postman (1985) has suggested that culture is made up of a multitude of conversations tabing 

place simultaneously. These conversations are found in media, in the academy, in popular 

culture and al1 sites of interaction. The interco~ected web of conversations creates an integrated 

whole which is composed of diversity. Certain conversations dominate at different times. They 

intermingle, creating new conversations. It is in this way that we communicate our ideas, values, 

arrangements, loves and struggles to each other. Both the Wntten and the audio components of 

this work are contributions to several cultural conversations. The author and the reader together 

are creating and defhing our culture by transmitting and receiving knowledge. All of this 

contains and communicates a curriculum. 

Art as a chaotic curriculum 

Most discussions of "curriculum studies" focus on the activities found in schools and other 

"formal" cultural learning sites. Nolan (1995) argues that the problem inherent in ' % ~ c u l u m  

studies" arises out of the Newtonian world view upon which the field is based As 1 shaii 

demonstrate, a " mechanistic world vie< has inundated the last few centuries' conversations 

about psychology, educational theory and aesthetics. This mechanistic world view, marked by 

''~cientisrn,'~ is no longer in step with idonnation coming fiom the sciences thernselves. Nolan 

suggests that cccurriculum studies" cannot embrace the full problematic of learning as long as it 

maintains structures such as teachers, schools, administration and bureaucracy as core 

assumptions. 1 believe this extends ta formal and idormal teaching relationships, dialogues 

about "what should be bught7' and instructional stnitegies. A new mode1 of c h c u l u m  needs to 
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reexamine our entire mode1 of leaming, and the role we assume of Weacher". Leaming does not 

only take place in schools; it takes place with and without "teachers" and it is not limited to the 

early years of life. It is a holistic activity combining bodylmind in an integrated whole 

(Wilkinson, 1993). 

Nolan attempts a "chaotic description of curriculum" following Schwab's notion of au c6eclectic" 

theos'. An eclectic is a method using varied and diverse theories to shultaneously look at a 

problem. It is capable of sustaining an unsystematic approach, yet still results in a "usable 

foc~s"~.  Nolan explodes 'cuniculum studies" to replace it with "Tramformative and Holistic 

Lea~ning"~ -1earning which incorporates a cosmological whole and "makes a fündamental 

recognition of interrelation of al1 thing~."~ Art and creative expression fit well both as a subject 

and vehicle to aid in conceptualizing this. Theory, story and metaphor can deliver a wide range 

of ideas simultaneously, yet there is an underlying co~ect ion  between them. Story can transmit 

"chaotic" information by retainuig an opemess of interpretation The songs of this thesis, for 

example, do not tell the listener what to think. They invite individuals to their own conclusions. 

Within the art, curricuiar assumptions silently suggest a paradigm of intercomectedness. The 

self is connected to the text The text is wnnected to the music. The images connect to the 

theory. The mind connects to matter. Intercomectedness is tacitly and explicitly comrnunicated. 

*Schwab, J. 1. (1969). "The Practid: A Language for Cmiculum School Rmiou, 1-23. 
3Nolan, D. Jason, 1995, Transfoonnative and Holistic Leaming: A C h i c  Descriprion of 

Curriculum as a S'thetic Eclectic Unpublished paper used by permission. This Paper can be 
read at www,oise.onca/-jnolan/djn, html 

4Nolan IBID. pg. 3 
sNotan, 1995 191.. c i h g  Berry, Sahtouris and Sprrtnak p.3 
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The hermeneutic circle and resonance 

The meaning of a text is also dependent on the understanding of the reader. The henneneutic 

circle of interpretation requires us to enter into our subject and extract meaning. 

Story and narrative involve a principle Code has called '"resonance." Resonançe is the 

phenornenon which engages the imagination of the listeners as they are drawn into the 

narrative6 The narrative becomes a part of the listener by eliciting mernories, thoughts and 

perspectives in response to the stories. As 1 teU a storyY other stories are remembered by the 

listener. This allows the Iistener to reexamine these personal stories and thoughts and see them 

with new perspective. This is one of the ways in which new information is transmitted by art It 

is through a deep connection with the text that we lem.  It is involvement with the subject that 

makes our relationship with a story or text resound with Buber's word: 1-Thou (Buber, 1970). 

This relationship is not just one which we have with people and things, but with M e  itself. When 

we become part of a story it becomes significant to our lives. Art brings "'an erotic life", as 

discussed by Hyde7, to the material worid. 

6Conle, C. 1996.  eson on an ce in p r e s e ~ c e  teacher inquüy" American Educational 
Research Journal 33(2) 297-325 

7Hyde, Lewis. 1979. The G e :  Imagi~tion ond the Erotic Life of Properîy. Vintage 
Books, New York 
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Chrysanthemums and Roses (The Birthday Song) 

This song is dedicated to my mofher. 

When I write a song, 1 do not always know what I wiii say next. FrequenlIy I will write a line or 
phrase t h t  I do not understa&, yet is in sonte way compelling. If can take years for me to 
unpack the significance of a song. I was indeed born wrapped in my c d  and this Song is un 
anthem to birth and lfe. The singer denies the ungels * invitation, stafing that his "home isn 't 
heaven, nor is it hell. " II is here, on emrh thai Ife mfolak And in this lfe the singer craves the 
t h o m  and chailenges of thejlowers brought to hint, not the blossom. 

chrysonthemums & roses 

the dqy that i was born the angels sent me flowers 
with liltle hallmark car& to wish me well 

i managed &O avoid them saying thank you for the waming 
but my home ain't in heaven nor is it in hell 

chrysanthemuns & roses and there 's lilies of the valley 
i don 't like the blossoms i just love the thoms 

when I'm sentimental i get w a p p d  up in my rneaning 
and i can'r help but remernber the day i was born 

on the day that i was born 

the day i was bon there were angels at the hospital 
they said it was impossible but still i survived 

wrapped up in my c d ,  it went uround me Me a shawl 
i looked to the heavens i saidI 'm alive 

on the &y that i was born 

the day thaf i was born 
i watched the sky break open 

there was panic and conMion 
beneath the starry dome 

i said tu myself 
"this al/ is an illusion" 
but can it be illusion 

when it 's still my home? 
on the dcry that i was born 
chrysanthemunis & roses. 
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The artist's journey 

In an earlier work, When the Spirit Says Singr The Artist as Contemporary Shamon (Bakan, 

1987), 1 identified similarities between the fiinction and process of the contemporary pefiomiing 

artist and the shamanic traditions found in St'berian, Inuit, North West Amencan and other 

indigenous societies. 1 outlined several aspects of the artistic process which, iike shamanic 

performance, used C'trance" to access creative material and served to ccheai" the am'st's 

cornmunity. This earlier inquiry brought forward new problms to explore. Questions arose 

such as: Ifthe artist, like the shaman, was able to connect with a process which produced 

materid which transmitted some kind of information or C'healing" to othen, what is the nature of 

this healing and where does it corne fiom? What is the educational content of this process? What 

is the relationship between psychology, culture and transpersond itiformation that makes this a 

Mversal phenornenon? These are some of the questions that spurred me on to this present work 

In When the Spirit Sqys Sing, 1 charted the shamanic and artistic process to reveal the similarities 

between them following Joseph Campbell's mode1 of the hero's quest. The following chart 

(Chart A) is fiom The Hero with a Thowand Faces by Campbell (1956). Campbell develops 

this chart to map "the fallen god" or "hero" story found in mytbs and tales fiom a wide range of 

cultures. 
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Chart A: The Hero's Adventure 

The mythobgicJ hem, setting f m h  frm hir commond@r hut 
or wtk, is lured, c h d  swag, ot cise voluntan'fy procee&, to 
the threshold of dwrttccrs. Thns Icr encotrntm a shaduw Pa- 
ence t h a  pgi<ur& the ~assageC The h m  m q d e f n t  a condiate 
t h t  pwer  a d  go aiiue into the ùingdom of the da>t (broche 
buttlc, d*agon-&atm; ottmmngi ch-), or be siaïn ôy the opPo 
nmtond descend in &ath (&membrrnunt,~~tl~l~xion)- B q m d  
the thruhofd, t h ,  the h m  jountqs thmugh a world of un- 
f a m i k  yet strungaiy nirimate fmu* sanu of mhüh m e d g  
threaZm him (tatt), stnnr of which gior niagrniagrcd aid (hclptn). 
W h  Ac-&es et the d i r  af the mythoiogid round, kr un- 
&goes a supeme ordeai and gains Rir  r d .  The tnumplt 
mclp be mpmsented u the hno's sexuiù union wàth the goddcss- 
motlier of the w d d  (sacrad mnrrioge], his recognition by the 
fatllcr-creato+ (fatlim cii~nement), hir olvn dioinkation (apotlt- 
caris), o+agoiagoin4*f the powen huve r c m ~ ~ ~ n c d  unfviedly to Mn- 
his theft of the boon k came to gain (bndrjheft, firatheft!; 
i n t r i ~ u a l i ~  it uon exponn'on e f c ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ o w n c j t  and t h m i t h  of 
bdng (illumination, tran&unUion, fredom). The final work is 
th& of the retuni. If the p w r n  haue blcssed the h o ,  he naw sets 
ferth un& thsir p o t ~ d i o n  (bmirrny); if no& he peu and is 
pursucd (trionrfarmririon pight* obstacIu &kt). At  the return 
t h h o l d  the tranuendental p w r n  must muain behind; the 
Çero rr-rmnga fmnr the kingdom of dread ( r e t m ,  TLJUW~C- 

tion). The boon t W  he brings restotu the tuorid (elixir). 
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To simplifjr the cycle outlined in Chart A, the ''dl" brings the hero into the underworld, there 

tests are given which result in an event which allows the contribution of an eliUr" to be given 

to human society. 

This cyclic joumey can be compared to the Shamanic trance/ceremony/ joumey as depicted in 

Chart B. This journey, foiiowing Eliade(1964), Hmer(1980) and others, can also be viewed as a 

circular cycle. The shaman is compelied by "a dl'' to enter a trance state in which s/he travels 

to a spirit realm. In this spirit realm, with the assistance of "helpers" or ''familiars," chailenges 

and tests are met through which healing takes place. Frequently there is a motif of death and 

resurrection, ofien a physical transformation, and always a r e t m  to the "normal" world to 

provide heaiing or guidance to the communityty 

The artist likewise makes a cyclic journey as documented in Chart C. In this joumey '?rance" is 

replaced with revene and fantasy. The artist is able to maintain a conscious state that accesses 

subconscious imagery. Because the subconscious speaks in image, this revene allows for the 

perception of metaphoric connections (Bachelard, 1969). Through the interaction with various 

media the artistic product is created This is then delivered to the society through a ''gifting 

process" as documented by Hyde.' 

*For a Ml discussion of these issues please see Baltan, Daniel. 1987 When the Spirit Suys 
Szng: An Exploration of the Artist As Contemporury Shaman, unpublished Honours B.A. thesis, 
York University. 
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Chut B: The S h a m d s  Iauny 

conimuaity 

II Community 
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Art is rarely linear in its meanirig- As the artist is delivering the gi4 many complex relationships 

and communications are taking place. Metaphor wmects things otherwïse perceived to be 

unrelated. Story evokes resonance and connection in others. Culture is created and adapted. 

Following this mapping of the artistic and the shamanic processes, it can be argued that both 

social role-players embody similar energy and function. The shaman is an artist (Eliade 1969) 

and the modem artkt is also potentially a sharnan. In addition, given the healuig potentid of 

creative expression ( Cameron 1992; Grof 1985) the artist can also be said to be a healer. 

Other writers have made the comection between the arts and the shamanic. McNiff extends this 

to show the comection between the sharnanic and the psychotheraputic. He writes: 

The sharnan generaily strives to create a psychologically charged group 
environment . As the emissary of the group, the shaman is propelled into a 
condition of altered consciousness that makes dialogue with "'the spirits" possible. 
The group projects power to the shaman, which can be measured in relation to the 
intensity of their collective spontaneity and enthusiasms. Their chanting, 
movement, and musical accompaniment takes on hypnotic dimensions as they 
transmit energy to the protagonist. This emotiodly charged atmosphere of the 
shamanic enactment in tum engages al1 participants and strengthens their resolve 
to achieve transcendence and the neutraLization of emotional c~nflict.~ 

McNiff is addressing the sllnilarities between the psychotherapist and the shaman in this 

passage. He does this as a way of e x p l o ~ g  the role of therapist in an arts therapy wntext, but 

the fonn and functions implied above can easily be translatai to the performance setting. A 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

WcNiff, Shaun 198 1, The Arts and Psychotherupy Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 
Springfield Illinois P.3 
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group energy is built around the perfonners that enables them to access a transcendent 

dimension which in tuni enables the group to reach transcendence. Creation of art is a deeply 

psychological process. The transmission of art commUIilcates complex psychological and 

cdtural information. As we SU see, this can be a deeply spiritual process as well. 
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The Rat Named Patsy Chte 

i met a lady dancer 
she was reading doctor faust 

she had a rat mmedpatsy cline 
a rodent not a morne 
i took to her ajlower 

laid it on the porch to d v  
i took her grapes and novels and i took to her a shine 

she Iived in parkdale pIa,-a 
she had a h c k  for rhyme 

the rat Iived down the closet hole 
i took to her a shine 

she 'd have none of my longing 
the closet door was closed 

she sang 'Y full to pieces" then she asked me for my soul 

what 's the price of longing 
what's the fee for peace of inind 

an how costs forever when the rat sings patsy cline 

she îouched me so familiar 
she wove me in her charms 

she danced a dance of wanting 
our nakedness ununned 
i gave in all too easy 

i found an ernpty shell 
we dunced but for an hour and descended.. 

through the closest door 
down the grand old rodent's hole 

sîrains of "walking aper midnight" on the radio ofmy soul 

"ï go walking after midnight in the moonlight just lïke we wed to do 
1 go walking ufler midnighr searching for you " 
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mis  song arises out of a specific nrllurol c o n t a  with signxjicant cultural references. References 
in the rat song (as Ifiequently refer to il) are both to the country music genre, and the Dr. 
Faustus story. Dr. Faustus is a tale of a man who signs his soul to the devii for a life o fpwer  
and fulfilrnent. Patsy Cline was a country singer whose life met an eariy and hagic end Her 
legucy of tunes includes "wafking a f i r  midnight " , " crazy " , and " I full to pieces. ", ali of 
which are referenced in the tat. As well, Cline mode her way to fame as a resuit of the live 
radzo show "The Grand Old Opry. *' This reference is inferred in the fyric as we travei down the 
"grand old rodent *s hole. " 

The stories of Faustus, Cline and the rat all contribute to tell the story of the singer and the 
"la& dancer". There really was a rat ~ m e d  Patsy affer the lote great country singer. Patsy the 
Rat was the pet of my partner ut the time when we met. On owjirst date I came by her houe on 
a hot s m e r  day and she was reading Marlowe on the porch. I had recentl'y seen a 
clown/'theater interpretation of the Goethe srory. The images collided in my brain ond the Song 
was born. As in postmodern architecture this Song draws on rnany dxfferent traditional designs 
and combines them in a way that is both referenttial to traditions and new. 

It should be noted as well, this song is the result of technology. It could not have been written 
without recorded culture. 1 am well familiarized with the music of Patsy Cline. althc;gh she died 
before I was bom As well, without her radio broadcasts, Putsy Cline would have reinained in 
obscurity, much as Marlowe and Goethe's tales would have passed away with their breath ifnot 
for the technology of written t a  andprintingpress. 
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World view 

Humans perceive self and environment from a cuituraiiy influenced "world view". What we 

perceive and our subsequent thoughts and actions &se out of what we consider to be C'tnith". 

World views are developed based upon information we receive and learn Experïence, story, 

shared knowing and lmguage contribute to a picture of the life phenornenon Many writen 

believe, as stated by Robert Augros and George Stanciu in m e  New Stov of Science, that we 

are currently at a shifi point in "world views". Among many others (Zukav, 1979, Capra, 1989 

Wilber, 1995) David Bohm is a proponent of this notion. He is a key thinker in creating a new 

mode1 for science which incorporates recent understandings of Quantum Theory and Unified 

Field Theory. Bohm, a Nobel Prize winning physicist, believes that the discoveries of 

post-Newtoniao science are Ieading us to an entirely new way of viewing ourselves and our 

relationship with the physical world of apparent matter. As a world community we are just 

beginning to create models in science which account for the role of consciousness in matter. 

A world view is a collective and personal understanding of the nature of existence. Bohm states: 

Throughout history there has been a succession of world views; that is, general 
notions of cosmic order, and of the nature of reality as a whole. Each of these 
views bas expressed the essential spirit of its time, and each in its tum, has had 
profond effects on the individual, and on the society as a whole, not only 
physically, but aiso psychologicaily and ethicaily. l0 

The world view of a society is an overall understanding of the way things are. It is flexible, 

transitional, and integrated with howledge fkom many disciplines and perspectives. World 

- -  - 

%ohm, David, 1985. UinfoIding Meaning; a weekend of dialogue wirh David B o h  
edited by Donald Factor, Foudation House Publications, Micicieton and Loveland. 
Gloucestershire, England pg. 1 
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views encompass current understandings of "the truthw to make sense of humanity's place in the 

universe. 

The mechanistic world view 

Although science may not provide us with t d y  appropriate models for discussions of human 

experience, it is important to recognize the debt the social sciences owe to scientific models. The 

social sciences and the humanîties in recent centuries have been deeply influenced by Newtonian 

physics. Newtonian science provided a model by which a theorist could seek underlying 

"naturaI laws" by which to understand phenornenon The "enlightenment" was fueled by this 

scientific discovery. Freud(1935), Darwin(1882) and Marx(1912) applied paradigms fiom the 

Newtonian mechanistic systems to their fields. Our current common world view includes 

paradigms that developed dong with this scientific understanding, but the Newtonian scientific 

method is itself a world view (Bohm, 1980,1985, Capra, 1982, Grof, 1985, Zukav, 1979). The 

model was carried into al1 fields of the Social Sciences. Intellectual constructs in education, 

psychology, cultural studies, economics and more have Newtonian mechanistic concepts as an 

underlying assumption. 

The mechanistic world view which arose fkom Newtonian science breaks the world into separate 

fragments or parts. Bohm writes: 

... a world view such as mechanism, in which the whole of existence is considered as 
made up of elementary parts, will give strong support to this hgmentary way of 
thinking. And this in tuni expresses itself in m e r  thought that sustaias and develops 
such a world view. As a result of this geueral approach, man ultimately ceases to give the 
divisions the significance of merely convenient ways of thinkuig, indicating relative 
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independence or autonomy of things, and Uistead he begins to see and experience himself 
as made up of nothing but separately and independently existing components." 

Our culture is dominated by thinking which breaks thùigs into hgments, and this thinking is 

supported by concepts of Newtonian physics which dominate the popular mind as king "the 

tnith". These fragments of our fives are perceived as "the ûuth" because our science has, until 

recently, supported the story that "this" is separate fiom "that". We think of self as separate 

fiom other. We consider body as separate nom min& and these as fragments separate nom 

environment. The human being is separate nom nature, the cup is separate from the saucer, 

which is separate fiom the coffee in the cup, aîi of which are separate fiom my hmd as 1 hold the 

cup, feel i r  warmth and drink 

Another example of the impact of Newtonian mechanism can be seen in the relationship many of 

us have to our bodies. Many of us view our body as a machine, Mce a car. Our food is fuel; our 

doctor, our mechanic. Surgery and other types of interventionkt medicine reflect a fiagmented 

understanding of the body as a system composed of parts and pieces. This is dramatically 

different fiom traditional Chinese or Tibetan medicine. These systems perceive the body as an 

integrated energy system, and in treatîng disease they address energy imoalances, not mechanical 

failure. (Rama, 1979, Chopra, 1989) 

"Bohm, David, ibid pg. 24 
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The emerging world view 

Theory arising out of the work of Bohm and others (Grof, 1985, Chopra,1989 and Zukav, 1979) 

exemplifies an 'cemerging'y world view. They cal1 us to see a more imined sense of the world 

than that oEered by mechanïsm, the Newtonian paradigm. Informed by a deep understanding of 

modem physics, Bohm is able to present alternatives tu the hgmentation of rnechanism; 

quantum physics, relativity theory, chaos theory and dynamic systems theov al1 move us away 

from the mechanistic universe. Bohm suggests that new understandings from the sciences d l  in 

t h e  radiate into other aspects of society. As world view has changed in the past, so it will again, 

with corresponding influence on culture. 

New theory is arising to support the emerging world view characterized by holism, 

interconnectedness and unity within diversity. This research is based upon observable 

phenomenon seen through the lem of "objective" science rmd newly validated subjective insight 

(Briggs and Peat, 1984, Capra, 1982, Grof, 1985). The theory is confimiing the human 

experiences of spirit, u i t y  and meaning. Science still seeks underlying laws of nature. 

Newtonian laws still hc t ion in the physical world, but quantum mechanics has shown that 

these laws do not function absolutely. 

Quantum mecbanics and relaîivity chaaged our science forever. Now w w  models of the universe 

are being developed to account for the inconsistencies found in Newtonian physics. A mode1 
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fiom Bohm theorizes an "implicaten and "explicate" order to the universe. The material worlâ, 

language, and thought is an "explicateWoIding of the world nom a unined "implicate" source; 

matter arises as an explicate part of the unifieci field. Bohm suggests there is wholeness of the 

whole and the parts.12 

Newtonian science is an excelient way to understand the "explicate ordef', but not the 

"implicate order" Certain phenornena of matter which correspond to Newtonian law have a 

greater likelïhood of o c c ~ g  in the explicate expression of matter. This Iikelihood, or 

probability, is not absolute. At the subquantum level of matter, these laws break down 

altogether. The mechanistic laws of the Newtonian world view still apply, but withia, and 

indeed, encompassing those laws is a greater unity in which the mecbanisms are only a partial 

expression of the whole. 

Bohm's theory encompasses not only the material world, but the reaim of the human mind as 

well. The unified field of existence of the implicate order includes "rneax~ing'~. Consciousness 

arises through matter; meaning arises through consciousness. Within the implicate order of the 

unified fie14 potentials arise in response to and because of meaning. Bohm cails this marriage 

of meaning and matter "Soma-Significance". Energetic connections come through matter which 

arises out of rneaning to bewme meaning. Thought itself, and consciousness, is a visible, 

knowable portion of this connected wholeness. The brain, nerves, and body itself are also an 

explicate expression of the implicate order. 

- - --- - - 

12Bohrn, David, ibid. pg.21 
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In a hologram, each minute part contains ail the information of the whole. The holographie 

model offers an alternative to fiagmentary thinking. Bohm's work is an attempt to create a 

holistic integrated model which is scientific while allowing for meaning, thought, 

intercomectedness and unity. Bohm is writing a new story about the way things are. Newtonian 

science failed to provide a satisfactory model for mind in the world Love, patience, 

understanding, forgiveness and tolemnce are some of the unacknowledged "forces" not 

embraced by the Newtonian mechanist model. As our understanding increases we are able to 

rectiQ this error with new theory appropriate to the data of consciousness. Grof, Capra, Pierce, 

Zukav, Bohm and many others are offering theory that places mind in the world. This placement 

of mind in relation to matter is simultaneously king proven in advanced physics. 

Bohm proposai a model for understanding mind within a unified field In Weber's DiaIogues 

with Scienfists and Sages: The Search for Unity, Bohm discourses on the unified field of 

existence in which matter "unfolds" fiom energy, and meaning is an "unfolding" out of matter. 

The present state of theoretical physics Mplies that empty space has al1 

this energy and that matter is like a slight increase of that energy and 

therefore matter is like a small ripple on this iremendous ocean of energy, 

having some relative stability and king  manifest. 

He then conceives of an "implicate" source or "'order", out of which al1 that "is" mises: 
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Therefore my suggestion is that this implicate order implies a reality 

immensely beyond what we call matter. Matter itseif is merely a npple in 

this background" 

Matîer foms similar to the way in which an iceberg fonns out of the ocean Through this matter, 

"meaning" arises. "Meaning7', for Bohm, includes (but is not limited to) our rnind, consciousness 

and thoughts. Bohm conceives of matter as an "explicate" expression of the "impli~ate~~ order, or 

unified source, of the universe. Consciousness (or meaning) anses through matter. Bohm 

suggests that a "supra-hplicate" order of causai fields underlies all existence. These 

supra-implicate fields provide the h e w o r k  for al1 that is. 

In Evolrrtion 's End, Joseph Chilton Pearce combines Bohm's theories with research pointing to 

the human brain as a network of neural energy fields inhabithg the matter of which the brain is 

formed. Pearce makes use of Bohm's theories to place the human in interaction with a univemi 

"soup7' of cosmic thought-substance: the supra-implicate order. Pearce presents a convincing 

argument for the individual mind as ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to al1 creation by interweaving concepts of the 

explicate and implicate universe with the understanding of the "triune" hc t ion  of the human 

brain. 

The "Triune Brain" is a three part systern using the brain stem, referred to as the ccold" or 

"reptilian" brain, the limbic system, or "mammalian brain" and the neo-cortex: the "higher", 

"new" or "human" brain. Each new system is built upon and uses the other, with the neo- cortex 

being the most recent and least used. These n e d  thought systems, according to Ekarce, 

correlate to Bohm's three orders of energy; the explicate order of physicd reality, the implicate 

and the supra implicate orders of thought, feeling and meaning. Evolutionary evidence suggests 

that nature develops more and more sophisticated systems to perceive and access the cosmic 

"soup" of the supra-implicate order. 

'3Bohm, David, Dialogues with Scie,dists and Sages: The Search For Unity Edited by Renee 
Weber. Routeledge & Kegan Paul, London 1986 Pg. 28. 
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1 propose ... that our reptilian system registers physical experience but bas 

no access to the formative fields giving nse to such experïence. Our 

limbic brain, on the other hand, c m  access those formative implicate 

fields of relationship and greatly expand or alter the patterning of our 

physical body-world It can't, however, access those causal fields that 

underlie everything, this is the job of the nemortex, which employs or 

interacts with the primasr fiequencies that cause the show. Through our 

access to these causal fields and the various hybrids between pure 

causation and implicate ordering, we cm analyze any image or 

experiential formation taking place, intuitively sense the forni-fields they 

concretize, and intervene in our reality over a wide range'4. 

Pearce discusses the individds called "Idio-savants". These people show remarkable, aimost 

super human, mental abilities in a single area, while king completely dysfunctional in ways 

most people take for granted. A famous example of this is portrayed by Dustin H o ~ a n  in the 

film Rain Man. Hofhan plays a mentally challenged man unable to fûnction normally or add a 

few simple sums, and yet he instantly knows the exact number of twthpicks that spi11 in a pile 

on the floor, or the number of queens or kings remaining in a dealer's hand in a blackjack game. 

HoffBian's representation is a fictional example of a real phenomenon. The idio-savant, Pearce 

proposes, is capable of reaching into the cosmic soup of intelligence in the supra-implicate 

order, and draw out selected bits of the knowledge of d l  consciousness. 

For Pearce, the "mind" exists as a neural field of energy. The "brain" is a bit of matter which 

occupies space and tirne giving rise to what we think of as consciousness. Pearce believes that 

through our higher huictions of humamess, we have the potential to access information and 

knowledge far beyond our timely experience. As we use only a small portion of our neocortex, 

this potential to perceive the causal fields holds huge promise for evolution, 

14pearce, Joseph Chilton. Evolution 's End, Harper San Francisco, 1992. pg. 50 
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Let us return to Bohm for a moment. He writes: 

As an object approaches the speed of light, according to relativity, its 

internai space and time change so that the clocks slow down relative to 

other speeds, and the distance is shortened, You would find that the two 

ends of the light ray would have no time between them and no distance, so 

they would represent immediate contact You could alço say that from the 

point of view of present field theory, the fùndamental fields are those of 

very high energy in which mass c a .  be neglected, which would be 

essentidiy moving at the speed of light Mass is a phenornenon of 

comecting light rays which go back and forth, sort of fieezing them into a 

pattern. 

So matter, as it were, is condensed or fiozen Light. Light is not merely 

electromagnetic waves but in a sense other kinds of waves going at that 

speed Therefore di matter is seen as a condensation of light into patterns 

moving back and forth at average speeds which are less than the speed of 

light. Even Einstein had some hint of that idea. You could Say that when 

we corne to light we are coming to the fundamental acbvity in which 

existence has its ground, or at least coming close to it15 

It is interesting to compare this description fiom physics to that recorded in the biographical 

account of "The Mothery', a yogini who experienced "'satori" and experiences of "'eniightenment" 

documented in The Mind of Cells, by Satprem: 

- - - -- - - -- 

'5~ohm, David. Dialogues vith Scientisis and Szges: ï?~e  Semch f i  Uni@;- 'cd  by Rem+ Weber Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1986, Pg.. 44-45 
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The entire body becarne a single, extremely rapid and intense vibration, 

but motionless. 1 don? know how to explain it because it wasn't moving 

in space, and yet it was a vi'bration(meaning it wasn't immobile), but it 

was motionless in space. It was in the body, as if each ce11 had a vïiration 

and there was but a single block of vibrations16 

The above seems a telling description of Bohm's "fiozen light". Valerie Hunt's research 

registered very high electromagnetic readings in people they defined as "mystic personalities". 

It is possible that our bodies, as matter, are a part of a much vaster energy field This type of 

information and theory is infîuencing us and birthing a new world view. The emerging world 

view places the individual in relation to nature and others tbrough a unifieci field of existence. 

Light is a potent metaphor in this world view. Ours is an age in which energy and matter are 

being redefined. Images of light, electricity, energy and radiance are part of a metaphork symbol 

system which defines our tnith, 

It is important to understand that the new emerging world views are oniy the latest "'peel" of the 

phenomenological ""onion". From our experience in the Newtonian perspective we know that any 

understanding cannot be held as the C'bottom line of ultimate tnrtb". It is possible that there may 

not be a "bottom line of ultimate tndh ". Perhaps as a species we develop in our understanding 

to prepare us for the next level of what Bohm calls "unfolding meaning". It is possible, as 

discovered by Quantum Mechanics, that the world itself changes as we perceive it differently. 

Some of the implications of Quantum physics are that: "we are not independent observers", "we 

are part of the substance of the observed" and "we actuaily contriiute to the creation of the 

observed". As we approach a new world view, the next level of phenomenological onion peel, 

we must know that there will be another level to corne. When we have fülly incorporated these 

thoughts and ideas into our k ing  we may be ready to tell the next story. As we develop in our 

16'The Mother", quote 6 1.241 irom:Satprem, The M i d  of CeIIs, New York ïnst. for 
EvolutionaIy Research 1982. 
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consciousness, we create the wrresponding npples of tmîh in the world But now, we take up the 

cry to change the inteliectual monarchy: The king is dead; long live the queen. 

The emerging world view and story 

We can extend the notion of world view to say that understanding and the interpretation of 

experïence is informed by the constructs of story- Story, even ifposited as "theory" or "science", 

is cultural narrative. We teii each other stories which lead us to understandings of the world. 

These stories corne to represent what we understand to be "the truth". Take for example the 

notion of the flat earth. If we believe the earth to be flat, then we create a story in which the 

sunrise and the sunset arise tiom a flat earth. Suppose we are idomed that the earth is round 

and the sun is stationary. With this information we wiii create a dinèrent story of sunset. We 

will see the sunset in relation to our location on the round sphere as it tums away fiom the sun. 

In our current paradigm, which sees the sun as stationary and the earth in orbit around if we Say 

that this is the "tnith". The earth is round, and we are held to al1 sides by gravity. It is odà, 

because "common sense" experience perceives a flat landscape not a round one. 

The vast majority of westerners, and in particular those associated with dominant ideology, hold 

the Newtonian mechanistic perspective as 'Yhe truW of nature. Newtonian concepts of 

mechanics have informed several generations of the machine Like nature of the physical world 

These mechanistic principles m back and forth through philosophy, culture, individual 

perceptions and their relationship to society and lïfe as a whole. Newtonian physics has had 

significant influence on our "'scientific" perceptions of self, other and society. 
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We are currently living in a social mental-constnict in transition. We make seme of our iives 

through the stories we teil about the world which are inforrned by what we hold to be 

ccknowledge'7. Our "knowledge'"' is what supports the constnicts that support the stories. 

Understandings fkom physics are integrated slowly into the popular culture. The field of physics 

is no longer dominated by a sense of the atom as the ultimate building block of matter. Einstein 

theories changed modem scientific perspective. The subsequent technology, both life animllng 

and endange~g, made the abstract scientific theory practical and relevant to the populus, The 

average person in our culture now accepts thïs "knowledge" as tmth. The educated North 

Amencan has heard about energy fields. They see light in their homes, use electncity, listen to 

radio, talk on cellular phones and switch c h a ~ e i s  using infkared beamn Regardless of this 

knowledge we still hold paradigms and patterns in our culture based on outdated, fiagmentary 

physics. 

1 am not a physicist, and yet, as a student of social studies 1 am influenced by the knowtedge of 

the scientific community. This knowledge becomes common culture. 1, myself, coming of age in 

the pst-Einstein era, afker the advent of relativity and quantum theory, have been fully 

influenced by this emerging world Mew. My world view has been informed by the very 

knowledge that Bohm is saying will change our culture at large. 1 grew up watching Star Trek. 1 

matured with the Intemet 1 practiced Yoga and meditation 1 grew up with a literature of 

scientific possibility based upon a shiffing perception of the nature of the world 1 am an 

example of the shifting world view phenornenon 
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We now understand graphically that matter is wmposed of energy. We seek to build systems of 

stories supporthg this view. We are de- by the stories we tell. Our actions, thoughts and 

understanding of the phenornena of life reflect these stones. In short, we live our stories. Artists, 

as our cultural story tellers, epitomize this narrative creation. I, as an artist and a scholar, 

embodying this world view, teach others the c'knowledge" of their culture through the d e s  1 

tell. 

1 believe art to be an explicate unfoldment of the implicate order as weli- Art exists in a realm of 

image, with the maker accessing the material and shaping it through volition into a form which 

is a marking or doing in the world It is an explicate fomi in the same way as memory, thought, 

speech and perspective and experience. In understanding art, biography and dreams we can see 

an explicate expression of an implicate order. 

Some stories: Fred Stone and Richard Pochinko 

Richard Pochinko and Fred Stone were artists who dramatically changed my life, not only 

through the things they taught me, but fiom the mode1 of their lives. These men both believed in 

laughter, fieedom, creative expression and passion. They lived with tons of love. And they 

shared this love with their students ... includuig me. Both are now dead Perhaps it is their 

absence that makes them stand out in my mernory ... but 1 think theK early deaths were both 

related to the speed and intensity of their lives. Bright stars bum fhst Richard and Fred both 
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lived lives on the edge. As weii, both these teachers were in my life in my late teens and early 

twenties, a very formative time for me. 

Fred Stone and Richard Pochinko transmitted aesthetic pafadigms which reflected holism and 

inter-connectivity. Both men held and taught notions of art stressing creative individualkm 

within group collectivity. Fred taught this through the study of musical improvisation; Richard 

through the study of theatrical clown. They saw the artist as a vehiçle for transcendent forces. 

Both viewed the artist as a focal point for transcendent energy, serving the community- 

Fred 

Ifirst met Freddie Stone when I was in grode seven or so, although it wasyears later that I nuly 
connected with him. Freddie Stone was a world-renowned Jazz musician. In his IIfe he recorded 
andperfomed mounà the world both as a featured and supporting musiciam He claimed to 
have been " the on& white man ever to have been featured in Duke Ellington's Orchestra"". 
His approach to musical improvisation has influenced many of Canada 's top musicians. 

Fred was in love wirh somd ilself: In his teaching he was nof overly fowed  on traditional 
educatzonal approaches to music. Sound and expression arose out of a sense ofcreative 
freedom. A lesson with Fred would imolve talking, listening to examples ofiounds. singing and 
always im~rovisation. He would bring in all kinds ofmusicul toys andsound machines and 
inventions and i n s ~ e n t s .  I learned that making music starts with listening, both to others and 
to one *s self: 

Fred was an astonishing milsiciun. 1 learned recentiy thai Fred used to engage in a hcid 
dreaming technique in which he would work &O be "consciozrs" during his dreams. Then he 
wouldphy music in his dreams, elongating 'rime" to play an unbelievable nmber of musical 
ideas quzckly and articulate&. He would then use this skill in his everyday playing. m e n  Fred 
piayed, it was as rfthe piano, or his hom, was a ~ t d  extension of his bodj. Wktever he 
thought, he couldplay. This was whnr he pied to teach 

When I was nineteen I pied to take my love of music into a formol setting- 1 enrolled in a music 
department ut a mjor university. This proved to be a tragic experience. Being printarily a folk 
musician, I was unable to keep up with the murically "literate" in the pro- I shwggled io 

Duke, 1 899- 1 974. Duke Ellington and fis Orchestra [sound recording] : 
1965- 1972. 
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understand concepts thar the classical and jnplqyers haci known for years. 1 dropped out of the 
program, convinced of my own ineptitude and the firtility ofpusuing a musical coreer. 

I went to see Fredfor thefirst tinte in years. I wept as I told him t h t  I was not able to hack it as 
a musician Fred suggested an experiment. t e  piayed strange and exotic chor& on the piano 
and he asked me to sing to t k  

"Find a note, any note, that seerns to fit. Thenjhd another. then another, and another. " he said 

After singing this way. he had me repeat the experiment with guitar while he played piano. We 
made music. 

Finally, he put a sheet of music in fiont of me and d e d  me to p l q  it. I stumbled and s h r r g g ~  
unable to play the sheet music. Suddenly I was inseme, afiaid and ashamed of my illireracy. 

Fred told me that the problern was not in nry musicality, but in the connection between my ear. 
my hands and my eyes. I was a musician; ljusr was not literate in the way that was valued ut the 
University. 1 started to s t d y  wzth Fred on a regtdar basis then, coming twice a week It was the 
beginning of my musical career. 

I used to go to Fred's "vocal ensemble". Mtlricians of all ages and leveis of expertise would 
gather in his smafl music room, either in the basement of his house or later ut the smclll space on 
St. Clair, fiom which he ran the "lnner City Music School". Fred wouldplay piano or sing and 
lead tu through an evening ofjoy. spontaneity andpla&l improvisation Some of us were 
"singers '*, some were not ... but all sounds were welcomte. There wasfieedom in the music as 
F d  wouldplay tunes. whatever struck him, teaching us the songs and leading us in musical 
trips into the wildest of worlds. Fred would have us sing folk songs, nursery rhynes, jiau tunes. 
Stravinsky themes, TV theme songs and spmtaneous compositions experimenting with 
dissonance and h o n y .  We would sing wild improvisations based on "Three Biind Mice", or 
"the Flintstones " or " î l e  Rites of Spring ': Fred taught us to listen to explore our creatzvity, 
and to play. 

In a radio interview on CKLN; F d  said that the power of the vocal ensemble was in the group 
energy that was created Fred's vocal ensemble was similar to jazz instrumental groups, with a 
basic musical theme and soloists improvising upon it. AII levels of singers. regardless of 
expertise. were encouraged ro solo. Everyone paid careful attenîion to every sound mude. n i s  
created, Fred claime4 a powerjkl group energy of creative force. The individual became an 
expression of the whole. 

There were no musical mistakes in Fred *s curriculunt. He would never say that the sounds made 
were "wrong ". Instead he might comment with a wry grin, t h  a singer h d  made an 
"interesting choice". Some solmdF were more familiar to us than o t k s .  &ut the wfamiliar was 
not "wrong". 
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Fred believed that maic started in the soul md mnd not in the fingers wiggling on their 
instrument. It was connection to creativiw t h  brought higher art tu the world He beiieved a 
murician couZdpractice anytime, with or without an imttwnent. Once he w@eù th& pr being 
the art of 'konce~ation ': A high level of mental concentration broughr the player and the 
audience to a heightened awareness of conscioumess. Mental concentrufion might rnean 
dîfferent things to dfffcrent people. It nrtlrt be "perso~h'y defined': Fred wrote: 

The unisr who leatm iww to utiiize t k s e  factors (of concenhoon), radiates a 
web of confidence. which is absorbed by the sensors in each member of the 
audience. The mener stands in awe of the concentration of intellect. talent and 
emotion, ar thwgh tuning in to a powefirl radio signal, while also shuring in the 
genitlr of the perjonning mist. It is tuntruno~t to un exceptio~l religious 
experience. for whoever har opned his inateriai undaesthetic hearrng 
mechunipmr to reeefie the thmght projections ofrhe soloisr ... Thmk about if." 

AIthough the writing isperhapsfrawed. the essence of whar he is trying to commmicate here is 
clear. Fred believed thof u well developed and fo-ed murician uses exireme p e r s  of thoughr 
and body which facilitates somerhing similm to an "exceptionaI religiom experienee': The 
artist creates a spce  where both audience a d  artist me transporteà into h e i g h t d  
perceptions and what mighr be wlled "comic "perspective. F d  war un art& who f o d  his 
way to a world view of spontaneity und connection From him 1 lemnod that music war mogic. 

Richard 

1 waî seventeen, onending a Toronto alternative school. Our teacher inviteci actor Jan 
Henderson to give a workshop for the students. mis took the fonn of an afiernoon s w i n g  the 
art of MUR, a technique imparted to Jan by her teacher, Richard Pochinko. A director. actor 
a d  writer, Richard had drvelopd a new style of clowning combining the traditions of North 
Arnerica 's First Nations, the French Lecoq style, and t h t  of American circtrs cfowm. 

Jan 's workdtop tmkphce in a big e q t y  nn>m in the buildmg where otu s c M  met (Iike many 
alternative schools. we did not have otu own building but ' p i ,  backed" with other 
institutions). One of the first things we did was a simple game. A shoe was placed some twenty 
feet frorn the participts. Participonts were imtnrcted to look at the shoe. close their eyes, wdk  
to the shoe andpick it yp. This seemingiy sinyde exercise revealed huge mounts of informution 
aboui the partic@unts. &me hod instincts 3traightfiom the g&": walking direct& to the shoe 
and picking it zp without a moment 's hesitatiom Some wddfight  their instincts, a d  some were 
cornpletel) lost. mis game was pml of a process which teahes people CO tnut t k i r  instincts and 
b p s  their " i n t e d  critic". ~ p p k  is M art which buil& on organic impulse. 

'Vred Stone, 1974. Jon and Concentration Unpublished manuscript. p 3 
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After this exercise Jan introduced us to M i  I had no idea at the time where these masks she 
brought us had come fiom They were crazy in coloia and fonn, some not Iooking like a face at 
aZl, none modelled on any rype of mask 1 hod ever seen. 

Jan had each of us in turn pick up one of the n t c ~ ~ R s  andput it on as we repeated the shoe 
exercise. She asked us to allow the w k  to "take us over " as we walked to the shoe. The mask 
wearer became a character so dzfferentfiom whom dhe was without the mask i was thrilled 
When Iput on my mmk i becume the SUR. Filled with radiant energy Ifloated across the room. 
Jan comrnented on how light I was in my mask ...thor it entirely transfonned me. I fell in love 
with the work and Mer completing Jan's workshop I arranged to take a summer cornse that she 
was teciching in Clown I then learned thar the Mask techniques I had encomtered in the 
afienoon workshop were part of a larger process. 

In the early '70 's Richard Pochinko, together with a network of artists in Montreal and Toronto, 
developed a unique fonn of theatrical cluwning through Mmk Special body/mind exercises 
prepared the student for the making of a series of six papier machéntasks. m e  masks were tools 
w ith which we explored character and personality (or literally. as in "persona", Mask). Each 
mask was made with a specific focus on one of the six directions (East, West, North. South, 
Above and Below). These sacred directions are found in Native North American tradition, which 
Richard adopted and combined with Eumpean clown technique. Richard used to say " the 
natives taught that when you look ut all directions of yourself; whnr rernains is laughter ". The 
clown was not just a perfonner, but a ho& rnessenger sent to bring healing, Iaughter and tears of 
release. 

To d e  the masks, students were brought through a process of characterization, or "playing ", 
ofthe seven colors of the rainbow and the four elements offire, earth, water und air. Learning 
how to ernbodj hese elements and colors as characters establzshed the creatïve groundfiom 
which the masks were made and worn The process took week preparing us for the work of 
making the masks themselves. 

For me, as a young artist, the work was earth-shattering. As an example, on the third and fourth 
days of the workshop we expIored the colors and elements. We 'Played" these concepts as 
characters. This process required the b o a  and mind fo be fil& imrnersed in the experience. This 
kind of work has alwuys come easily to me. I am able to ves, easily supend disbelief and enter 
into the experience. I recul1 flaihg andflying through the room in the burn offre; the flow of 
water. I felt wildness of these elements going through my body. I becme these abstract 
concepts with ense and abandon. Finding and trusting impulses is a key in ail creative work 
Years later Richard would become my fiiend and teacher. But this experience with Jan holds a 
place in my mentory as a pubescent rite ofpassage. 

In a light trance, eyes close4 we fonned the clay mask rnoiak strict& by touch. Afierwardr. 
using papier d é  we mode the m& themseives fiom these mol&. Wearing the resulting 
masks, we broughr them to life in trance-like, iimpovisatio~l character work 
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This creative process facifitated confrontations with dlflerent uspects of "the self ', an intense& 
psychological endeavour. Yems later. when I went on to study with R i c m  he taught that in 
the process. the first fov mash (of the series of sd) when d e  and wom tended to connect to 
aspects of the ego. Later mks connected to deeper information fiorn the soul. There was a 
cosmoZogy to this work Much of what Richard had lemed  about Native traditions he claimed 
ro have developed out of work he had done with a Haida shaman in Seattle. However, with 
Richard we never knew whether he was quoting a reliable source or making things up on the 
spot. Whnlever Richard sources were, the techniques worked His goal was tu find techniques 
that connected the artist to impufse. in  many ways this was part of the pedagogy of Richards 
theatrical tradition. The tools. or instructional sharegies, used to achieve this goal changed with 
each artist. The trick was tofnd imges thut work "If it works ...yu u keep if". 

The river under Dundas Street 

This Song is an example of holistic education through art. The song is ahut inter-connectivity 

and the connections between mind, history, nature and chic engineering. 1 will tell a story about 

how the song came to be and then consider some educational issues around the Song. 

1 went runnzng to the vaZfey near my old home where Igrew up, used to nm there with rny two 
dogs in the days before they died. 

They go far ahead then htmy back to greet me with a slobber stick and mudi& feet b m s  on wet 
behind 

Running to the vaifey (an unrecorded song) 

When I was 7years old my family rnovedfiom Chicago to North York-, a suburb of Toronto in 
Ontario. Canada We lived right on the green belt of the Don River Valley. This valley is a key 
îributary thatflows into Lake Ontario. All my ive I have walked. worked, fiolicked and exercised 
in this valley. 

About 15 years ago I moved awoy fiom the valfey over to the other side of town. i lived in 
Toronto 's West endfor 14 years. k t  year I moved back to the east end ... and now the valley is 
near me again. Living near the rivers of Toronto Ifind it no surprise th& a song like "river" 
carne to be written. 

1 did not set out to write an environmental song about Toronto's historicuf setting. Songs seem to 
have a Ife of their own. They corne along in dzrerent ways. Sorne pop out whole and others are 
dehered in tidbits- Some blow easy in Me a summer wind and some you have to twist and turn 
andfight like a sailor in a storm I hate written some songs in ten minutes whife others tuke 
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years. It is always d~ficult to say how long a Song took to write. The moment of creation is a 
cuZmination of muny moments thal have gone before. l%is one was born out of a slow but steae 
gestation period of about a year and a ha& 

Once, when I was stiil living in the West end, a fiiend mentioned t h  there was a creek that 
flowed under the street she iived on. Rmholme Road Closer observation of the street 's 
architecture revealed that the area had once had a pastoral park landfiel to if. Rusholme Road 
is an odd island of large manor style hoirses in a neighborhood of much newer, more humble 
homes. It made sense to me that a creek hadflowed there. 

A few years Iater 1 moved to St. Anne's Avenue, just around the cornerfiom Rusholme Road 
near Toronto 's Trinity-Beflwoods Park I noted a srnaftering of these large homes in the area, 
folhwing a somewhat circuitous but consistent pattern 

As 1 was walking in the nearby p r k  1 foundan exhibit had been b d t  into the sidewalk at the 
corner of Queen Street. This artworK/exhibit was a metallic panel on which was shown a rnap of 
the old waterways of the neighbowhood. There I learned that the "river d e r  RushoIrne Road" 
zs called the Garrison Creek Ir had runfiom the St- Clair and Oakwood area, down through 
what is now Christie Pits Park, past Rushholme Road, through Triniiy-Bellwoods park down to 
the original settlement and Fort York on the lake. With the ci@ 's expansion, this creek, lîke 
many in what became known as "Muddj York", was diverted into undergrodpipes." mis 
form ofwatershed maintenance, while practical at the rime, h m  contri&& to nmerour 
environmental hazards in recent years. 

Modem Toronto has lost most of ifs former n a r d  rnarsh id. The once pristine rivers and 
creeks now flow through concrete and steel bene& the city. m e  hibutaries flowing to Luke 
Ontario are now merged with our sewage  stem 0Ver;flow waste washes into the "stom 
sewers " through which the old creeks now nm. canying untreated pollutants and toxins to Lake 
Ontario. 

After viewing the Garrison Creek exhibit, my eyes, and ears, were opened As I walked in my 
neighborhood l listened to the water flowiirg through the sewers. Over many months 1 tracked 
down the old streams and creeks, led by the sound offlowing water. 

m e n  I moved to the other side of town I found more evidence of the old watershed The sewers 
sang with the flow of water. A~ppropriateb enough, my new neighborhood, sitting above the Don 
Valley fo the emt, is known as c'Riverdale'*. As I researchedwther, I discovered that an 
extensive study on Toronto 's watersheds had been cornpiled by the local government. The 
dumping of toxins into the s tom sewers, our old creeks, presented a serious problem. Water 
flows, unfiltered, j h n  these storm sewers directl'y into Lake Ontario. A special task force had 
been formed to research this problem The task force k d  rnade recommendationî to city council 

19Clean Waters, Ckar Choices: Recommen&tions for Actionfiom the Metro Toronto & 
Region Remedial Action Plan Committee. p. 66 
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t h t  public education be undertaken to inform Toronîonians of the problems affecting our 
underground creeks. 

The Garnison Creek exhibit 1 saw may have been connected to the civic governments intention ro 
inform the public about our sewer system. I did nor hnow of this when I started to write the song 
"river': But 1 am smck ut how I was educated by art, and in turn I rnake art which will again 
spread the knowledge about our delicate ecosystem 1 beiieve this to be a fine example of how 
curriculum is manifesteci in art. 

The river Song was also inspireci by anorher arhibii. At Withrow School, a local elementary, 
artifacts were assembled in a glass display case outside the school office. These aTtifacts are the 
archeological remains of an uboriginai village which hnd o c q i e d  the same site countless 
generations ago. A* seeing this exhibit, a few blocksfiorn my residence in Riverdale, my 
imagination wenr wild 1 began to experience a greater connection to my surroundings; a sense 
of connection to the land I felt continuity. My neighbourhood had a history and a future. This 
timeline was connected to the l a d  

The final verse of the song war wriiten month ofer the first three. 1 felr the song was incomplefe 
untzl then. I had Q need to parallel my internaZ psychoiogicaf processes with the greater societal 
alienation_fi.om aur nature and h i s to~ .  I did this in the third verse by making the link between 
how 1 had "pushed down " niy own prychic rivets, just as our civic engineers hadptcshed down 
the geographical rivers, altering the ladcape over a centwy ago. 

- .  
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mer 

there's a rnter under d d u s  street just east of &euconsfield, 
you'd never know it was t h e  without a rnap 

years ago they divetted it, covered calmed contained in culverts, 
d e r  mholme road and that was that 

chorus: 
COU if a sewer, call it a gutter,call it O dream or a fantasy 

cal1 it what you will its water and if's rnoving derneath the streets. 
it'sariverto me 

suckerfish are spowning in the don river valley. 
there b e n ?  beenfish there since 1922 

Zately with the planting d the slanting of the earth, 
the fishes are returning to do whatfishes do 

the water runs down and the water runs through 
the water nms strong and the water nms hue 

the water runs down and the water nnts through 
the water runs strong the water mm m e  

there's an ancient village 'neath the site of withrow school 
up above the valley by the don 

for thousands of years living on the watershed 
though the Stream are dry the water still nms strong 

the water nms down ond the water runs through 
the water w uns strong and the water runs hue 

the water runs down and the wuter runs through 
the water nms strong 

the water runs m e  

deep inside I 've p h e d  down al2 my rivers 
dammed up the creeks andsealed up thejlav 

tried to take the wildplaces 
turn them into calmer spces 

p h  the nrshing nmtbling sounds 
beneath the streets of stone 

if's a river to me 
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Foïk music and popular culture 

Politics and the curriculum of fok music 

The curriculum expressed in art, and specificaily the songs here presented, in many ways differs 

fiom that presented in schools. Schools, by their nature, are centralized and politicized in 

selection of curriculum. Early proponents of public education in the United States openly 

acknowledged that a significant purpose of universal schooling was to transmit the established 

morality and ethics of the society to a new generation. Elizabeth Vaiiance (1983) has shown that 

the "hidden curriculum," discovered by the educationai reformers of the 1960's and 70's, was in 

fact the intended curriculum of the founders of public education. This curriculum was designed 

to teach "Amencan" values to the children of immigrants. It becarne the "hidden" curriculum 

only afîer it had successfbiiy become imbedded into the educational system. This hidden 

curricdum has been identified as transmitting values of "silence" and "obedience" to the next 

generation. Fominately, the "rediscovery" of this curriculum has allowed for some educational 

reform, but this remains an example of the controlled and political nature of curriculum found 

within the schools. 

Art is often able to present counter culture themes and political messages that challenge the 

status quo. Folk music bas a long tradition of protest and rebeliion. This is not to suggest that 

art is fiee fiom social controls. Political, social, economic and aesthetic environments certainly 

influence the production of art . To a large degree, as an art form gets more expensive to 
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produce (film and opera for example) it must be approved by larger "cornmittees". More 

expensive media generally involve more decision makers to approve the product in order to have 

it produced. This has also been ûue in the c'music trade". Folksinger U. Utah PMlips bas said: 

The music trade is peopled with fienetic little men in lcnee-length leather coats 
who Wear moustaches and neatly trimmed sidebums. They market talent like 
sides of beef hanging on hooks, displayed in meat market clubs where recording 
Company executives pick and choose according to principles of commercial 
reliability. Aesthetic considerations are secondary and in many cases arbitrated by 
those who are not involved in the creative process. Deals are made, contracts 
signed, promotions launched and careers planned accordhg to the same 
principles which control the marketing of can openers, eye makeup and laundry 
detergent. Wealth is created through the manipulation of both the artist and 
consumer in a system which is the antithesis of much of what the artist has to 
sa~.~O 

Power structures of the art industry impact the cccurricuia" king communicated Market drïven 

forces dictate what will be produced But some artistic forms do not require an industry in order 

to ensure their distribution. Traditionally, fok music has been produced with a minimal amount 

of capital. Therefore the foik artist retains the power to determine the c'currïculum" of hifier 

work. Songs, like poetry and visual art, can be created simply, with minimal equipment and 

capital. As such, Song writing has not only shown itself to be a vehicle for delivering cultural 

information that is within the status quo, but also as a vehicle for political protest and social 

information that challenges the noms. Woody Guthrie's and Pete Seeger's impact on the labour 

movement reflect this trend Songwriters Bruce Cockbum and Ani Difranco are recent examples 

of writers in the folk tradition who use their songs to convey counterculture political messages 

2?OPhillips, Bruce, 1977 " For Whot Time I Am in This World": Sforfesfiom Marzposo 
Usher, Bill and Page-Harpa, Linda, eds. Peter Martin Associates Limited p. 75 
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Cockbum was instrumental in publicizing the USA'S involvement in Centrai America when he 

included several songs about Nicaragua in his 1984 album Steahg Fire2'. By voicing dissent to 

the United States govemment's position Cockburn and others spurred public debate on the issue, 

leading to social change. 

Protest is a key aspect of modem folk music. Like Cockbum, D î f i anc~~~  takes a strong political 

position with her progressive, feminist music- She has found a receptive audience in women's 

communities and with the political le& D ~ c o ' s  writings touch on topics of abuse, women's 

stmggles, political oppression and discrimination. 

21Cockbum, Bruce. 1984. Steuling Fire Gold Mountain 8000 12; Columbia 48735 
"Difianco, Ani, 1993. Like ISaid: Songs 1990-91 Righteous Babe Records RBROOS 
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The Dead Song 

In the s m e r  of 1993. together with my murical m e r .  the talented Gwen Baillie, I was 
invoZved w ith a theatrical production of Romeo and Juliet. Our act, 2/13 HO&, was engaged by 
Die in Debr Productions to perform and compose music for the show. The play was performed 
outdoors in an industrial vacant lot. 17te lot was situated derneath a large roadway bridge in 
the centre of the ci@. The production was ambitiotrs in its scope and d r f ~ ~ l t  to mount. The 
working conditions were stressfu hot, sticky and durty. Gwen and1 were rehearsing for no 
money* and as rehearsals progressed we found tht  our role m the show was becommg more and 
more znsignrficant. We spent many long hours sittïng in the industrial dmt waiting for the brief 
moments in which we actually played our music. Our initial hopes that the play would be a 
source of creative and careerjùlfillment were slowly eaten away when confionted with the 
realities of the situation. Tensions with the director rnounted We were not happy during the hot 
days of that long summer. 

Humour is a rime honoured remedy for stress. Writing "me Dead Song" was an ironic response 
tu our situation. II was our way of saying *'Sure this situation such. but it codd be worse ... we 
could be dead. " The drama of Romeo and Juliet provided us with the fodder we needed to 
inspire our creative imagery. As well. out pain and stmggle began to appear insigntjkmt when 
seen against the backdrop of the great tragedy enguijing the lives of Caplet and Montague. 

The Dead Song 

aren you glad you 're not shakespeare 
he died a long time ago 
he wrote a lot ofplays 

people slain in lots of ways 
and now he's killed rorneo 

romeo's dead 
there's no one lefi to woo 

romeo's gone 
juliet too 

men 'r you glad you're not elvk 
even though he was the king 

he wore a lot offiifls and he took a lot of pills 
and now he don 'î "shoke that thing " 

yes, elvis is dead 
though people Wear ifs not trire 
aren't you gfad you're not elvis 
men? you g/ad thut you're you 
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einstein's dead they said he knew too much 
he's relativet'y dead but we try fo keep in touch 

mmilyrm's gone. she simply couldn't stay 
the mystery iives on but who killedîfk? 

don 't you know t h t  he's dead and oswaid too 
I'm not sayin' how 
I'm not sayin' who 

judy garland, jimi hendrïx, chapiain martin luther king ,g& john lennon, nietzsche, 
mr. marley. janis joplin, colonel -ter, joan of arc have h d  their tum, 

oscar wilde, amelka earhart, rosencrunt and guildenstern are dead 
yes you know that ifs tnre 

aren't you glad you're not them 
aren 't p u  glud that you're you 

aristotZe. bili'y hoiiday and john 's done too 
louis riel, warhol, sitting bull, and soon the cariboo. 

jimmy dean b lefi the scene. groucho marx and ghandi 
my uncle bob, virginia wolfe, the wicked witch, democracy is dead 

yes you know that its tnre 
oren 't you gladyou're not dead 
men 't you glad thor you're you 
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Foik as recycled culture 

If you know yow history, then you will h o w  where you 're contingfiom.. 
Bob MmIey: Buffalo Soldier 

1 am Erequently asked to define my musical style. I believe myself to be an artist in the North 

Amencan folk music tradition. This is contrary to traditional ethnomusicological perspectives. 

Early definitions of folk music messed the anonymity of the culture. Foik songs, as categorized 

by collectors such as Lloyd(1908), ChiId(1859), and Charles Seeger (1 948), were documented 

fiom a culture in wbich no individual claimed authorship Folk, by its nature, belonged to an oral 

tradition. So many han& and min& had shaped the Song that its creation became a collective 

effort. More recent studies conclude that the absence of authorship is not a prerequisite for the 

genre (Bohlman, 1988). The foik musician is both a creator and transmitter of tradition. Contrary 

to definitions of earlier ethnomusicologists, the individual artist does have an impact on the 

genre as a whole. It is a collective effort, but contains contributions of creativity fkom 

individuals. Technological and cultural innovation necessitates a new paradigm for 

understanding this music, one that is holistic and synergistic in its h e w o r k -  

Pete Seeger writes: 

The tenn "folk music" was invented by nineteenth century scholars to describe the music 
of the peasantry, age-old and anonymous. Nowadays it covers such a multitude of sins as 
to be almost meaningless. To me it means homemade type music played mainly by ear, 
arising out of older traditions but with a meaning for today. 1 use it only for a lack of a 
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better word. Similarly 1 have had to accept the label 7'0lksinger~" although "a 
professional singer of amateur music" would be more accurate? 

The songs on the accompying CD are orignal compositions, but they incorporate references to 

music of earlier traditions. Tbey do not have the grace of anonymity that the foiklorists of the 

early 1900's demanded The music on the CD arises out of older traditions but contains 

"meanings for today". Folk culture eats itself. It reconfigures ideas and genres to create new 

culture. New songs are created by digesting and rewriting the music and songs that predated 

them. The foik music tradition is historically an oral and aura1 one. I play music which draws 

upon this tradition, but is a result of changes unique to twentieth century folk music. The cultural 

musical references in my music are many and varied, as is evident on the CD. These musical 

references are ideas. They cm be chord progressions, riffs, licks, themes, melodies, hannonic 

structures or lyrical motifs. At times, music is referenced consciously, as a quote. The song, 

Jackeye (for example), draws upon Celtic musical traditions. 1 made a conscious choice to evoke 

a traditional sea shanty feel in a song about computer hacken. 1 did this to strengthen the 

metaphonc co~ect ion  between computer piracy in the Urformation age and maritime pirates on 

the high seas. Traditional musical ideas do not "belong" to anyow. My songs, and for that matter 

this text as well, are variations musically and conceptually on traditional themes. This is in 

harmony with folk tradition. My music is largely leamed by ear, borrowing and building on 

previous songs and music tbat were in my artistic environment. My songs carry knowledge that 

belongs to the whole culture. This thesis itseif is a result of folkloric and oral cultures. These are 

=Seeger, Peter, 1972., Schwartz, JO Metcalf, ed. The Incornpleut Folksinger Simon and 
Schuster. New York. p.5 
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linguistic cultures, but not Wtitten cultures. The songs reflect a histoncal tradition that is both 

linguistically and musically based. 

Some definitions of foik music, iike Seeger's above, stress its non-commercial nature and 

"amateur" status. But as Bohlman points out, there have always k e n  musical "specialists" in the 

community. Societies with less speciakation of role wïil fhd these speciaîists uitegrated into 

other aspects of the work force. In other words, folk musicians have often had "&y jobs", but 

with increased specialization in society more and more are able to be c'professionals'y in their 

field Ironically, this is changing again, and in current economic times, more and more 

"professional" level musicians are fincihg alterna5ve ways to get their bread and butter. This 

imperative is not merely evident in acoustic music, but permeates the a d  culture. 

Technology and the impact of recording 

In the last hundred years North American folk music has changed The major changes in this 

genre have been catalyzed by the development of recording technologies. Foik culture has been 

perrnanently aitered through the impact of recording techniques that allow for wide distribution 

of music which heretofore was ody transmitted by word (or song) of mouth. Prior to recording, 

folk music had been a "live" tradition (BohlmanJ988); the community it reached was face to 

face and immediate. Technology allowed ethnomusicologists to build libraries of audio 

collections of traditional music. The music could be distributed through the wonders of 

mechanical reproduction to larger and larger communities. Recording allowed a form of 

authorship, not based on written literacy but on aura1 recordings, that could be attributed to the 
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songs. Recording preserves perfectly the interpreetatïon of a traditional theme by an individual 

artist. New recording techniques aiiow for substantidly more musicians to record their work, 

and thus, for perhaps the i ï rst time in history, create artif'&cts which will outlive orsl tradition 

artists. 

Another element of recordhg which has transfonned our music is "mdti-tracking". 

Multi-tracking allows for several "tracks" or "parts" to be recorded separately. No longer does 

the bass player have to record at the same time (nor the same place) as the guitarist and 

drummer. Each track can be recorded independently and "mixed" together to foxm a whole. This 

technique not only allows one musician to play several instruments on a recording (as 1 have 

throughout the CD) but it makes "production" into an art of its own. Sergeant Pepper 's Lonely 

Hearts Club B a d 4  is generally acknowledged as the recorduig that marked multi-track 

production as a turning point in popular music. Producer George Martin recorded this album on 

a four track recording machine. He incorporated syrnphonic instrumentation, edited 

soundscapes, multiple instrumentai parts and doubled vocals to create a work of art that, 

although impossible to perform live, had huge impact on our culture. At the tirne of its release, 

this kind of technology was only available to large corporate rewrding companies; as such it can 

be argued that it was not "folk music". However, multi-track recording technologies are 

becoming increasingly accessible to the 'Tolk" themselves. New digital systems, afTordable by 

the individual artist, now bring professional recording equipment within the reach of the cultural 

community at large. Hence the CD included with this thesis. 

24The Beatles, 1967. Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Bond Capitol SMAS2653 
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In the last few years, the affordability of the technology has created a huge increase in what is 

knowa as "independent" releases. These are musical contributions to the culture that are 

produced and distriiuted either by the artist or a small network of individuals. There is no 

corporate, publishing or govemment body regdaring their release. As such, independent 

recordings are able to document and distn'bute an individual contribution with virtually no 

censorship. New technology allows individual artists to record and distribute theu personal 

contribution to the folk process in ways heretofore unavaiiable? 

My CD was recorded in a basement studio on an Ensonic Paris recording system. This system is 

essentially a digital multi-track studio that nins on a moderately powerful cornputer. It is a 

technology which produces professional recordings at a fbction of the cost required just a few 

years ago. Because of this technology, 1 (or any other artist) have access to tools to preserve and 

distribute my contributions to the folk culture in new and unprecedented ways. This technology 

(which cm be purchased for less than the pnce of a car) is changing the folk p r e s s .  The 

anonymity of previous generations need no longer prevail. Like the invention of the piano, or the 

fietted guitar, or the modern banjo, these technologicai advances wili influence the culture, the 

artist and the art form in ways we cannot yet foresee. 

25Ani D i b c o  is one such artist. 
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jackeye'k ail of 24 
he slips downstairs and loch the door 

settles back and takes a toke 
boots his rig in a pqfof smoke 

tonight he breaks another wall, 
sends out his magic firebail 
into the sea of information 

the wired worid's a spanish main 
to a buccaneer of disk andfiame 

jackeye sings a pirate's tale 
catch the wind in silicon sails 

SM and crossbones wavingproud 
turn the volume nice and loud 

tonight he breaks another waif, 
sends out his magic f i e l d  

steal a sparkfjom the corporation 
the hero Lr cuif to anarc@, 

pirates in the cyber seu 

information is the new fion fier 
ït cuts across the datasphere 

at the speed of lzghr rhere are no bowrlares 
no deeak of private properties 

he keeps site cailed rageswares 
ail his fiiends have links through there 

informution 'k so much fïm 
a blue Zight screen a smoking gun 

tonight he breaks another wall, 
sen& out his magicfirebalf 

steal a sparkfiom the corporation 
the wired world's a spanish main 
to a buccaneer ufdisk andfiame 

the hero 's cul/ is anarchy 
pirates of the cyber sea... 
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This Song was writren a@r a hvo year facination with what Jmon Nolan has calfed "The dark 
side of the web'0 The Internet is arguabfy the largest technological shifi in recent yems. Many 
scholars believe that the impact of this technology wifl be as signifcant as the printing press (ûe 
Kerckhove,1995). Jackeye is a stos>/song about a hacker. O character I have loosely based upon 
several hackers 1 have encountered both on the ner and in "meut space " ( a  t m  rejierring to 
Cartesian space as opposed to cy&er space). 

The net has been a subject of much discussion concerning censorship. The issue of intellectual 
property ownership is also paramount. m e  most "vafuable commodity " in this medium is 
information itseZf(Software and operuring system are also information). 

Mile surfing the web I stmbled across a d e r  of sites where illegally pirated s o f ~ e ,  
comrnonly known as "warez" are maifable for download The net is home to hundreds of sites 
Iike these where expensive and sophisticated s o f ~ a r e  packages, normal& sou  for hunàreciS or 
thousands of dollars, are3eely distributeci These sites also distribute software used in breaking 
security systems and electronic fire walls. î%eyfieeZy distribute password~ for restricted sites. 
fie "warez " sites have been created by hackrs Zike Jackeye. nese  sites are open linked to 
each other, fonning an on-fine community of rebels. 

The song 'fiackeye " was written over several months, impired by my encounter with a young 
man working in a computer store ut a large suburban shopping d. Afier several conversatzons 
he proudly, but suMy, revealed that he was a hacker. Computers were his fi&, but I discovered 
that his real passion was reserved for his Zate night forays info the network of information on the 
web. He did not offer me details of his secret l@e, but dropped enough hints to intrigue me. I 
went on Zine and started seeking out these underground pirates of the 'kybersea ". And thus, the 
song was bom. 

in the Song 1 use traditional CeZtic inshumentation. reminiscent of a sea shanty, while lyrically 
spinning a very modern story exploring the mind set of the hacker. The juxtaposition of 
traditional mzrsic with modem subject matter strengthens the metaphoric connections between 
the hacker and the romantic image of pirates plundering the Spanish Main. 

Of course, the story of hckeye is not the story of all hackers. jmt one fictitiom character. This 
character is a combination of outlaw Robin Hood. dissident Jeny Rubin, and entertainers 
Cheech and Chong. Jackeye is primarily motivated &y desire for power and ernboldened by the 
sheer thrill of hacking, but he also has a revolutionary spirit. He believes, as does Macluhan, 
that "infomtion wants tu be fiee ". Jackeye boofs his rig, ~ocks the door, and reaches out into 
his virtual Spanish Main to Zay siege to the corporate controfled enclaves of information With 
rhis song, 1 hope to communicate an alternative vision of the web, one in which the corporafe 
presence may be the loudest, but is not the only voice. I endorse neither thefi nor invasion of 
privacy, but Ifind that issues of ownership are increasingly conplex in an i n f o ~ i o n  society. 

26Nolan, Jason. http://noi~ey.~i~e.~tor~nto.calgbuthdex.htmI 
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The ufolk revival* 

The early nineteen hundreds saw an upsurge of interest in the collecting and archiving of 

traditional music in America, largely influenceci by similar collecting in Britain in the 1800's. 

This archiving was enhanced by the development of recording technologies and broadcasting 

media 

. . .the post war folk revival of the m e s  would have been impossible without 
electronics, without the accuracy of the small portable tape recorder which 
replaced [foikiorist] Sharp's fallible notebook and peucil as a tool for collectors, 
without the medium of the LP micro groove record and the FM radio station to 
transmit the hitherto closely guarded secrets of the ethno musicological elite into 
the home of everyone prepared to listen2' 

These technologies distributed folk music to urban centers and wmmunities who otherwise 

would never have heard it. The music migrated and intemiingled, reflecting the diversity of 

communities congregating in North America Latin influences met with blues and jazz, ""country 

music" from the southem states migrated north, jugband music found its way to Englmd, ancient 

Irish ballads were heard an ocean away fiom the land where they had grown. With recording, 

and the subsequent success of the artists who grew up listening to these recordings, a new 

interest in folk music found its way into the urban popular culture. 

- - -- - 

27Dallas, Karl, 1975. "The Rootts of Tradition" in The Electric Mme: The Story of Folk 
into Rock Dave Laing, Karl Dallas, Robin Denselow and Robert Sheldon, Methuen. P. 1 14 
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In the late 50's and early 60's foik music went through an unprecedented era of 
popularity ... Folk music was the voice of protest, rebeliion and seIf-expression for 
a generation of young Americans. The folk boom made media heroes and 
political stars of artists, spurred research into every area of traditional Amencan 
music and culture, and made owning a guitar a rite of passage for millions of 
adole~cents.~~ 

The Weavers, The Kingston Trio, Oddetta, Jim Kweskin and bis h g  Band, The New Lost City 

Ramblers and many others re-recorded the traditional music found in the ethnornusicologists' 

collections and passed it on to a new generation? As well, music that had previously been 

released for an exclusively black audience on the "race records" label was redistributed to a 

wider demographic. Expressing political sentiments, Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger and their pers 

found eager listeners in the increasingly politicized public. 

1 am an example of an artist ionuenced by the folk revival. 1 was bom in 1960, when the mass 

distribution of traditional music, fûeled by the new recording techniques, was at its height. 

Without the aforementioned technologicd advances, or the hard work of collectors in the early 

h d f  of the century, 1 would not have been exposed to this music. Rural music was brought to the 

city. Although my family was from Brooklyn and the Bronx, foik music made its way into our 

home through the television, the LP, the radio and the ccfoik festivals" of North Arnerica. 

1 grew up riding the tail of the folk music "revivai. '" oolder siblings were righr in the middie 
of it, and they were my role models. Before coming to Toronto in 1967, my famiiy lived in 
Chicago, where my older brothers and sisters were connected to the folk muric culture current 
in Arnerican urban centers. M y  sisters were both avid folk dmcers. m e  elder. Debbie, pi& 

28Hood, Phi1 ed. 1986 me Legenh of Traditional Folk The Stars of the Sirries, the 
Virtuosi of Nav Acowtic Music. William Morrow, New York. P.4 

*9Hood, Phil, 1986 ibid. 
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folk guitnr. M j ,  efdest brother, Joe, played a fwe string banjo. M j ,  mother insisted thar every one 
of the six kick got some musical îraining. It was a purt of our basic educatiorr. M y  sisters took 
piano, guitar and oboe lessons. The brother just above me, Jonnie, pfuyed viofin and harmonica 
as a boy. Today, he is a renowned jazz saxophone pfuyer. 

But we were an d a n  family, with roofs in N m  York City, not Tennessee. A fthough music was 
loved in our house, we did not participate in folk d u r e  of music in ifs original form - t h  of a 
shared social event. Our house was not a hannonious "sit in the kitchen and pfay country 
music" together environment. Z don *t remember us d n g  much music together; it was more of 
an independent activily. 

Although Debbie would sing for me when she babysat, more fiequentfy we had records on the 
stereo. Z loved listening to the records my older brothers and sisters broughr home. 1 listened to 
Pete Seeger, Tommy Makem Woody Guthrie, The Beatles. Donovan Jeferson Airplane ond Bob 
Dylan, and Simon and GarjÙnkfe. I remember when Debbie brought home Sergeant Peppers 
Lonely Hearts Club Band I musr have been 6 or 7 years ofd 1 listened to it over and over. 
studying the cover. 1 think I recognized men then, the energy on which these artists were riding. 
This energy planted in me a love of mmic andcuhre. RecaZfing it now, I seemed to have 
sensed rhat this music was about change. Certainfy my own perceptions of the rnzlric change4 as 
I grav aware of the revolutionury content: this music was about building a new worfd AIrhough 
young at the rime the optimisrn and energy of the 60's ïrnpacted me deepZy. 

Folk and pop 

"The Hues had a buby; they cafied it rock and roll" 
Brownie McGhee 

The style and content of my music is drawn fkom North Amencan songwriting traditions. 1 have 

been intluenced by a long line ofwriters and performen who use traditional styles with new 

lyrics to create new songs. Writers in this lineage include Neil Young, Bruce Cockburn, loni 

Mitchell, Bob Dylan., James Taylor, Paul Simon, Gordon Lightçoot and many more. This 

tradition is rnostly oral and aura1 in its creation and transmission. Documentation is largely 

through a library of recordings which were ody preserved as a written literary tradition afler 
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their creation. Bob Dylan was crucial in the development of this iineage. He paved the way for 

the singer-songwriter to take a place as the folk poet laureate of popular culture. 

It may be argued that my music, and the music of artists listed above, is not simply folk music 

but also cCpop'y music. If one considers pop music as king that commercially produced for 

consumption by the popular culture, then in some respects this assertion is true. It should be 

noted however, that much of what is called pop music arises out of folk traditions. Rock and roll 

cm clearly be traced to the blues; big band music was influencecl by jazz and klezmer; music 

hall developed out of the pub culture of Britain. The influence of folk on modem western pop 

cannot be understated. The Amencan pop explosion, which took place in the years following the 

second world war, built upon the folk music traditions imported by the waves of immigrsuits 

(both forced and voluntary) arriving from AfÎica, the British Ides and Europe.30 My musical 

songwriting influences can be more appropriately dubbed 'Tolk-pop7', or as it is commonly 

known: "foUc-rock", 

There is no doubting the impact traditional folk bas had on my music. The instruments 1 play are 

those found in the music of the southern United States. More than a few chord progressions and 

"riffs" on the album are directly infiuenced, if not outright stolen, fiom the catalog of public 

domain culture hown commonly as folk music. Most importantly, the inspiration 1 draw upon 

for my music is rooted in the fok influences of my formative years. 

3%g, Dave, 1975 The Elechic Mure: The Sfoty of Folk znto Rock 
Methuen, London. 
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m e n  1 was a boy my mother would take my litîle brother d l  to the Mmiposa Folk Festival. It 
was heaven. Three days of music all day long! 

We arrived as early as possible, trmeling in fiom our home in North York and taking the feny 
across the water tu the small island set in Toronto Harbour. It was the 60 's and the island was 
alive with hippies. muriciam ond crafispeopZe. 1 was given a fav dollars in my pocket, and with 
a program in my hand sent off to explore the eighr stages scattered about the enclosed area of 
the islandpark The summer air was sweet. The water of h k e  Ontario was cool. Ifit raine4 
hundreak of people would gather under blue and white tents and sing. The sky water falling. the 
ground t m i n g  to mudpe$ect for barefoot slushing. It seemed as though everyone had a guitat, 
harmonica, penny whistle, fiddle, banjo or squeeze box. I listened to and talked andplayed with 
Pete Seeger, Michel Cooney, Taj Mahal, Oddetta, Stan Rogers, Steve Goodman, U. Utah 
Phillips, and countless others. 1 wanted to live rhis way al1 the time. 

Audiences as consumers - the alienation of creativity 

Recording has affected folk music culture in many ways. A notable trend is an increasing 

specialization of roles, most significantly the division between the creator and consumer of 

culture. This specialization has subtly but surely created a dichotomy between the musicians and 

the audience. Traditionally, the folk musician was a part of a communïty which itself was 

musical. Al1 members of this community patticipated in the making of music.. With the advent 

of recording, a growing separation has drawn lines in the sand between those who have 

professional status (usually determuied by their having reieased recordings) and those who do 

not. Most of the Canadian folk festivds currently present professional featured perfbrmers to a 

consumer public. The major festivals (the Vancouver, Hamilton, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Edmonton, 

Owen Sound and Toronto's Mariposa festivals) have ceased to include "jamming'' opportunities 

and participatory music. Occasiody a festival may give a nod to this tradition, by staging token 

participatory workshops. As a ngular attendee of these festivals 1 bave noted an absence of 
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audience members bringing instruments to make their own music. Some Amencan festivals 

(bluegrass festivals and renaissance fairs for example) stiil attract audience who are also 

"players", but by and large in Central and Western Canada, audiences corne to listen to music 

and buy recordings. There is still some participation, usuaily in the form of singing and dancing, 

but the scene that I found at the Manposa of my youth is rare in this part of the world The days 

when audience membea packed a banjo, guitar, penny whistle or mandolin dong with the picnic 

are generafly gone. And recording is one of causes contributing to this situation. Fortunately 

independent recordings have made it easier for an artist to enter the ranks of the "professional" 

musicians, but the alienation fiom out collective creativity is stiil present. 
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Cameron and "creative recavery " 

In her 1992 publication, The Artists Wq, Julia Cameron uses an emerging paradigm nom the 

expressive art therapies to remedy the social ili of alienation fiom individual creativity. '' 
Outlined as a twelve week course of exercises and techniques, The Artist 's Wq presents a 

program, or curriculum, for "creative recovery". Creative recovery allows for the reclaiming of 

individual creative spirit as part of daily life. 

As defined by Cameron, the artist's creative process reflects the emergent world view of 

comectivity and-holism; - -_ the artist can use "induced ... spiritual experience" to achieve "spùitual 
--- 

chiropractie" adj ustment Cameton writes: 

What we are talking about is an induced -or invited- spiritual experience. 1 refer 
to t h i s  process as "'spiritual chiropractic". We u n d e d e  certain spiritual exercises 
to acbieve alignment with the creative energy of the universe. 

If you think of the universe as a vast electrical sea in which you are immersed and 
fkom which you were formeci, openhg to you. creativity changes you from 
something bobbing in that sea to a more fully fiin~tioning~ more conscious, more 
cooperative part of that ecosystem ... The kart  of creativity is an experience of the 
mystical union; the heart of the mystical union is an experience of creati~ity.~~ 

"As discussed above, the growing gap separating the creators and consumers of culture is 
exemplified by the decline of creative participation among the attendees of folk festivals. 

'* Cameron, Julia, 1992. The Artist S Way: A Spirit& Path To Higher Creativify, 
G.P.Putnam's Sons New York p.2 

33Cameron, Julia, 1992. ibid. p.2 
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Cameron's image of the individual in an energetic "electricai sea" is a potent metaphor; an 

explicate expression of the implicate order- In Cameron's view, art and creativity can lead to a 

connection with a divine universal force. She outlines methods for reconnedng with this force, 

which she c d s  cchigher creativity7'. 

Cameron designed The Artxst's Wq to "...teach people to let themsebes be ~reative",~ (italics 

mine) as opposed to 'Ieaching" people how to be creative. Assuming creativity is natural, 

Cameron postulaies that our leamed thoughts, beliefs and behaviors repress creative impulse. 

She believes our society produces "blocked creatives". The recovery of creativity is a return to a 

natural childlike state. In order to fully self-actualize, creative impulses must be encouraged and 

allowed expression. In recovering our creativity we reclaim our birthright, the creative impulse 

of the univene. This "'spintual'' or "higher" creativity may be channeled through any medium. 

The expression of creative energy does not have to be directly "artistic"; there are no limits to 

the form or media the artist can use. It is the essence of creativiîy that Cameron is trying to 

nurture. 

The Artzst 's Wq curriculum of exercises and rituals act as a psychic laxative for blocked 

creativity. Cameron believes that spinnial and psychologicd techniques can d o c k  and release 

our creativity. Her curriculum includes exercises and activities to help the individual to connect 

with the "universal sea of creativityt7. Many exercises involve what Cameron ternis "personal 

archaeology"; visualizations, collages, automatic writing, guided fantasy and other forms which 

" Cameron, Julia, ibid pg. xi 
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facilitate rediscovery of creative impulses. The exercises are frequentiy explorations of persona1 

history, designed to uncover mental bloch and habits formed by parental and societal attitudes. 

Along with these exercises, weekly "artist dates" set aside time for creativity- Daily automatic 

writing, in the form of "moming pages", encourage seif expression At the same t h e  

visualizations, prayers, affirmations and what could be tenned "spirtituai" punuits acqiiaint the 

individual with a world view abundant with creative life force. Al1 these advities combine to 

allow the individual to access deep psychological information, b d d  new models ofcreativity 

and release blocks to impulses while encouraging creative expression in a variety of media 

These techniques guide the artkt to release pent-up psychic force allowing energized self 

expression. 

I believe this fom of popular psychotherapy to be prharily concemed with stories. The subject 

of psychotherapy slowly unravels psychic hots through a myriad of techniques. As these knots 

untie stories emerge. These stories could be dreams, memories, learnings or cultural creaiions. 

Psychotherapy allows for the re-naming of these stories in new ways. The subject can reinterpret 

hisher early parental relationship; self-image can be reevaluated and shified; actions can be 

taken to finish or bring closure to "unfinished business". 

The art therapies, and psychotherapy in general, have in recent years paved the way for a holistic 

mode1 of the individual, a mode1 consistent with the emerging world view. Building on the 
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legacy of psychoanalysis, the holistic mode1 retains a paradigm in which psychological health is 

achieved prirnarily through acts of mind It places the mhd in relation to body and the cosmos 

through connectùig principles as found in the work of Reich (1964), Perls (1969) and Jung 

(1955,1964). 

Cameron's understanding of  self as a vehicle of "higher" creativity places the individual in a 

shamanic tradition: the artist accesses transcendent energy and bxings it into the world. Cameron 

shows signs of having been infiuenced by Harner (1980) and possibly McNiff (1981). Cameron's 

te* is very popular with artists, many of whom view their work as a spirinial and psychological 

endeavour. This perspective, and Cameron's influence upon it, is a fok culture ia formation. In 

this fonning folk culture, creativity is seen as a healing force. Art delivers, and is an outcome of', 

healing. 
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Do You Take Me for a Fool? 

you used to c d  me everyday 
you used to la@ at all my jokes 

you'd tell me d your secret thoughts 
you used to hide the gifsyour boyfien& bought 
you used to sign "z love you" in your notes to me 

do you take me for a fool? 
don't you think 1 'd know by now? 

do you take me for a fool 
a fool for you? 

I took the bus to Sbskatoon 
you were there to go to school 
though you were poliite to me 

you wouldn't spend the night with me 
i slept on the sofa in yow piend's living room 

do you take me for n fool? 
don 't you think I 'd know by now? 

do you take me for a fool 
a fool for you? 

i hitched a ride down to the States 
i pZayed in some whiskey bar 

no one there really Zistened to me 
but in the end they christened me 
captain a k b  wzth his steel guitar 

do you take me for a fool - whar Ïfi am? 
dont you fhink I'd Rnow by now? 

do you take me for a fool 
whar f i  am a fooi for you? 

This story song is loosely basedon eventsfiom my Ife. Mony of the strtiggles in my early 
menties were related to unrequited love. As a resulr this is a story about men and courtship. 2" is 
a song about longing. II is a yomg man 's song. and attemprs to capture some of the tonnent and 
joys of the young artist caughr in w h t  could be caIIed the "troubadour" story. This young artist 
has o muse, the wattainoble lover in the song. 
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There me links in this story with Cuptain Ahob, on hÏs quest for the Great Wltite Whae. Moby 
Dick har been ud lysdas  a fable, in which the quest d ' a k e n  is the quest for the 
mconscious. If we open this anolysis to include the Jungim concept of the anima, the Song takes 
fwther meaning, 

The key issue of the song is " am 1 a fool? ". The singer is hnmted by his need The object of his 
unending quest remains cold and elusive, distant and unottainable. Like the anima. like the 
mconscious, the woman in the song invites the singer to love her. yet remains unreachable. That 
said. my Song does not tequire a ~ I y s i s  to touch the lisrener. It c m  simply be heard as a 
s@uzghrfoward ballad of zmrequited love. 

In the years I have k e n  a graduate student 1 have been steadily progressing towards an 

integration of the academic and the artistic. These occasionaliy contradictory paradigms are 

intertwined in my work. The academic is artistic, the artistic is acadernic. This thesis and the 

accompanying CD, are a byproduct of my own creative recovery. ln the last few years 1 

experienced a personal creative heaiîng process; my thesis is in part a document of this joumey 

of creative recovery. Carneron's work has been key in my personal joumey. 

The Artist 's Way places a value on creativity which is hannonious with the traditional fok 

culture in which 1 grew up. In traditional folk culture the artist is an integrated member of 

society, a position consistent with the aforementioned emerging world view of holism, which 

places the artist in relation to a universal creative force. My healing joumey is a documentation 

of the emerging paradigm on a personal level. 

Stories and temporality 

Time is often presented as a constant, but in the imagination (and some suggest in c'objective" 

science too) time is much more flexible than previously supposeci. Temporal perceptions can 
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vary. Boredom makes an hour seem a day (a frequent cornplaint of students, perhaps reflecting 

our inability to engage their min& sufEciently). Ofcourse the opposite is also true: time appem 

to speed up when we are creatïvely inspired Story and metaphor bring a perception of temporal 

variation to both the teller and the Mener. When one is drawn into a narrative time perception 

becomes fluid Mernories are brought into the present. Time disappeafs as one is caught up in 

the narrative. Listening to a story, or telling it, draws us into a date of reverie as discussed by 

Bachelard3'. This conscious state of reverie, or daydream, allows the imagination to be acîively 

engaged. This M e r s  fiom night dreaming. In reverie we are able to interact with the outer world 

while our imagination is engaged. Thus we can make art- We can see our dreams and still hold a 

pen, a guitar, an audience or a lover. 

The modalities of art therapy allow the subject to time travel in the realm of imagination where 

s/he can reclaim and r e - h e  biography, create new narratives and facilitate self actualization. 

Ln retelling hisher biography the individuai may find new rneaning. This process allows for the 

reinterpretation of both real and imagined biographical Stones. This is a basic principle found in 

other psychotherapies which have influenced the art therapies. Stones are "projections", a tem 

coined by Perls' in the formation of the Gestalt therapeutic perspective (Perls, 1969). Gestalt 

drearn interpretation directs the dreamer to become various charaeters or objects £rom a dream 

and dialogue with them. Dialogues with these symbols aliow the cireamer to recomect to the 

projected elements of self ". By consciously engaging in an exercise in which one speaks as 

3SBachelard, Gaston., 1969, The poetics ornerie .  Translated from the French by Daniel 
Russell. Onon Press, New York. 

''In Gestalt dream images are seen as projections: symbols of self which are alienated or 
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these projections, the dreamer can brhg narratives into play which have been repressed, and 

redeem them into a complete gestalt, or whole. Perls' work contains a profound supposition. It 

Mplies that we are on a spectnrm with what we perceive around us. What surrounds us is us. 

Mental separations are illusions, These projections are parts of our selves that we are unable to 

embody, and so we project them c'outside". This is in alignment with notions of cosmology 

found in Eastern traditions. The goal of yoga, as an example, is the recognition ofthe unity of 

"Brahmin" (the divine outside of sew with "Atman" (the divine force within the self). 

Projections themselves, the stories we tell are part of us. 

As 1 have shown in relation to world view, perception is innuenced by what we leam tiom each 

other and what we accept as ''tnith". Al1 ou .  stories are co~ec t ed  in a holistic continuum. Our 

stories are part of the emerging view and as our stories incorporate the new world view, the new 

world view is reidorced in the culture. 

The emerging world view recognizes the transpersonal in the personal and the personal in the 

transpersonal. Artists are in a unique cultural position, sharing theu imagination with others as 

they do. They create stories and give them life. Artists teach dominant and emerging world views 

to others and add their own uniqueness to the mix. When artists are connected to the collective 

consciousness there is an element of the transpersonal in the expression. 

disconnected from the ego of the dreamer. 
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1 did my iaundry on Saturday night 

There is one final song on the CD. This song, '7 did my laundry on Saturday Night7', is very 
popdar with audiences. It is a funny simple song 

my fiiends all went dancing, dressed up in their new shoes 
readng the now news, to see where its ut 

and i 'm not romancing, no good times or sud blues 
no passions no fortunes, no cane or top hat 

i was led to the slaughter, i was lcrid on the line 
rehearsing my laughter for the first and (asr tzme 
i closed like a dmg store, t m e d  out like a fight 

but i did my lad' on sarwday night 

corne sundày there's ciem clothes, z'm sweeping the stairs 
myfiiends ore al2 sleeping though irm not sure where 

i bet they had good tzmes, got d m k  and had fun 
i could have gone with them but what's done is done 

i sut with old papers 
i rehushed old news 

i laughed ut old trimphs, i wrote down these blues 
i cfosed like a drug store, t a d  out fike a light 

but i did my hdry on satwdq night 

put another quarter in, put another q m e r  in, put another quarter in the dryer 

i heur teenage laughter corne drifl down the halls 
they shout "parîy" and "two-four" 

they respond to the c d  
i bet they have good times in their dirty old jeam 

at feast i Wear clem pants 
w ith newly pressed seams 

with grim sati~action and a hamper of clorhes 
i'il look hot sundqV rnorning, with no place to go 

i was ciosed like a dnrg store 
turned ouf like a light 

but i did my laundry on saturday night 
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n e  laundry song was first conceÏved in a faundromat in Ofympia, Washington. I was an 
undergraduate at The Evergreen State College (ïESC). Having jwt cornpleredJan Henderson 's 
clown course, 1 was feeling very connected to my weativity at thnr rime. 1 hod the idea for the 
song when I was. yes. doing my lad' on a Satwday night. But 1 did notjinish the Song untd 
about seven years later. This was when 1 had moved bacR to Toronto to attend York Univers@ 
and lived in a house across the street fiom a laundromat. I never Iikd going out on Saturaky 
night. It zs too busy and there were too many rowdies. One Satwday night, whife doing laundry 
again, seven years after I had the idea of the titie, the song popped out whofe. 
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The Dream Poet 

The Evergreen State College (TESC) has a curriculum structureci for interdisciplbaq education. 

Students are enrolled in quarterly fidl time programs covering a varïety of disciplines while 

examining a central theme. In my first year at TESC 1 attended a course entided "Shakespeare 

and the Age of Elizabeth". In this interdisciplinary program, 120 students worked with a team 

of four professors. Our course faculty included a histonan, a linguist, a creative writer and a 

psychologin Together they approached the subject usîng Shakespeare's plays and sonnets as an 

anchor. We were assigneci a play a week and a sonnet a &y to shiciy. While reading these texts 

we attended specialty classes, group lectures, nIms and study groups. 

During rny enrollment in this prognim, I attended a course taught by Richard M Jones entitled 

The Dream PoeP7. The techniques and findings of this course are documented in Jones' book of 

the same name. Jones, a psychologist, taught writing using traditional Freudian dream 

interpretation paradigms in a non-theraputic group setting. The focus of this work was the 

discovery of the inherent poetics of dreams. This clrearn imagery was then used to enhance our 

acadernic and creative writing. Each week a volunteer would b ~ g  a dream to the group for 

interpretation. This drearn was written out in narrative style. typed and double spaced and copied 

for each group rnember. The "drearner" read the written text of the dream to the class. The group 

would then close their eyes while the dreamer again read the text. After this process we would 

have a discussion, during which we would search the dream for metaphoric meaning, multiple 

37Jones, Richard Matthew. cl979 The Drem Poer G. K. Hall, Boston, Mass. 
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interpretations, pus, and images. The dreamer maintained uitimate authority for interpretaîïons 

and codd also halt discussion if he/she were uncomfiortable. 

The result of this process was a wealth of metaphor, word play and story which we used as 

fodder for our own creative efforts. After a morning of interpretation we would break and each 

participant would write something, using the dream to approach the Shakespearean play of the 

week. These writings could be anything letters, Stones, poems or essays on Shakespeare. 

During this period 1 made a cornmitment to m y  work as a songwriter. Much of m y  understanding 

of personal psychology is based upon Jones' worlq and the observant listener will hear echoes of 

this influence in my songs. The Rat rurmed Patsy CZine and The Dend Song both connect to 

Jones' class and to Shakespearean text. 
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A model of the artist as a creator of curriculum 

1 have presented a collection of data and analysis based upon my work as an artist. Emerging 

fiom this research is a model of the artist as an educator, using unique instructional strategies to 

deliver a holistic curriculum to the classrmm of the culture at large. This model is built as an 

eclectic theory of curriculum (as suggested by Nolan and Schwab). In fomhg this ecleaic 

theory 1 have used a wide range of methodological approaches. 1 have told storÏes, sung songs 

and explicated theory. I have documented my internai processes which generated the art 

submitted with this thesis. 1 have explored my personal history side by side with the study of the 

history of folk music in North America Together this body of information points to a "usable 

focus" (as an eclectic theory demands) for artists, educators and philosopbers. The data foms the 

biographical and psychological material for my research, as well as documentation of the 

creative process itself. The data establishes the artist, the creative process, and the artistic 

product as a model of curriculum development and delivery. My model also embodies an 

ernerging paradigm of holism. In th is  holistic paradigm, energy and matter, time, space and 

mind are connected through a unified field. The same unified field connects the individual to the 

transpersonal. 1 propose the following: 

1) The artistic process diows the individual to access and express 

cultural, personal and transpersonal knowledge. 

2) The artistic product documents and expresses this knowledge. 

3) The artistic product transmits this knowledge to the community, 

embodying a holistic curriculum for the culture. 
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Stories and art making 

As the artist, 1 am not well situated to give a detailed analysis of the subcomcious information 

contained in m y  work. However, I do believe the artist is the ulnmate authonty on the conscious 

information embodied in the work 1 have told stories for each song on the CD, stories which 

contain some of the 'Ckn~wn77 information found in the songs. Also included for consideration 

are stories about m y  teachers. The autobiographical stories document educational experiences in 

which 1 leamed the cultural work of art making. In these stories there is much pedagogical 

information. 1 reached my artistic matwity during a transitional intellectual period while a new 

world view was emerging. The training 1 received reflected this emerging paradigm. The 

recorded songs document the result of my learning. 

Folk culture as lived researcb 

The songs on the CD are cumcular communications which use narrative to document human 

experience fiom my specific cultural location. This location is within the fok songwrituig 

tradition. As noted in the opening chapter of this thesis, 1 am well aware that as a researched 

autobiographer m y  data is selective and inherently fictioaalued by memov. But there is 

something appropriate about this data sampling me- The fok culture 1 am addressing is 

largely an oraVaural tradition. The selected stories are folk mernories. They change, develop, 

augment and recreate themselves in the teiling. The apparent imprecision of the data in this 

thesis is intentional. There is as much process as product in these tales. Courtney suggests that 
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artists do their research through lived experience which results in the artistïc product ( Courtney, 

1987). As such, the research material for this thesis is my lived experience, documented in story 

and Song. Because 1 am an artist and an academic, some of this research has been scholarly; 

some has been experiential. For the artist, both scholarship and life experience are research. 

Together they form a holistic, lived learning experience. In my case, this research concems the 

process of learning. That is what my kind of folk music is. It sen& messages- It transmits 

idormation. And it cornes fiom an artistic tradition that is strong in pedagogy. 

Folk music 

Earlier in this work, 1 engaged in a detailed account of the history of folk music in my culture. 

This information was presented in two ways, as a scholarly dissertation and as stories fiom my 

youth. This information is provided to situate my work as an artist and a researcher. Both the 

role of artist and researcher are culturally specific. A researcher always examines his/her subject 

fiom a world Mew, whether they know it or not. An artist lives and breathes within cultural 

tradition. The roles exist at a cultural location. The classrwm 1 teach in is my culture. 

1 have shown how 1 was located artistically in the folk revival tradition. My work is directed 

towards an audience that shares at least a part of this culture. This is a "local" cultural location. 

The local cultural location is part of what makes art accessible. It is an aesthetic vocabulaty 

shared by those in the inmediate cultural community. But there is also a universal aesthetic 

vocabulary among our species. 
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Recently 1 attended a concert of traditionai Georgian sacred and folk music fiom the Baltic 

regions of Eastern Europe. The musical modalities and harmony structure of tmditional 

Georgian music is quite distinct fiom Western music in that it works with scales and musical 

relationships which are dissonant to the Western aesthetic. The lyrics were sung in a tongue that 

1 did not understand Even with this strangeness, 1 was witness to a great art. Even fiom my 

foreign cultural perspective 1 could comect with the creative, playful and spiritual center of the 

music. The transcendent and creative spirit was able to reach beyond the specific musical, 

spiritual and intellectual vocabulaty of the Georgian local cdtural location. By ushg the local 

aesthetic vocabulary to express col1ective unconscious energy the artists tramcended cultural 

localism and expressed an underlying human creativity? This is surely the goal of al1 great art: 

to reach beyond the individual to the universal and to make the universal personal. 

An emerging theory 

The artistic and academic data point to the artist as a maker and trammitter of curriculum. This 

emerging mode1 also suggests that a work of art can reach beyond the cultural location of the 

artist (or for that matter the creator of theory) and comect to the universal, or "trans~ultural'~ 

experience. 

)*With the advent of recording and technology, folk music has become a maiIlStream cultural 
influence. The recording process fiirthers the dissemination of folk culture in new and 
doreseen ways. Recording technology is less than two hundred years old As a medium, it has 
had, and continues to have a huge impact on out cultural history. Because of the accessibility of 
tools like the Ensoniq PARIS recorder 1 worked with in creating these recordings, one can expect 
greater distribution of art which is outside the realm of the large recording industry. 
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To explicate an emerging theory nom the data, 1 suggest the following: 

my work, both as an artist and a scholar, is a contribution to an 

emerging piuadigm which links personal expression to deep aspects of 

"self' 

"seif'* is in tuni luiked to the community and to the transpersonal, 

this paradigm bdds on notions of the unconscious developed by 

Freud and others, but connects the uncouscious to a higher 

consciousness fiom which the mind emerges 

art is a willing vehicle for the expression of tbis higher consciousness, 

able to use sound, light, rhythm, metaphor and story to transcend 

temporality and cultural location. 

Story: Pedagogical biography in narrative 

To understand the tram-cultural we must examine the transpersonai. To perceive the 

transpersonal we look to the personal. 1 have told stories about Sean 07Higgin, Richard 

Pochinko, Jan Henderson, Fred Stone, my family and others. Many of my teachers were artists 

themselves. Through their fiee creative expression, these individuals connected with life force 

and universality, and found ways to facilitate this connection in others. They did this by assisting 

the student in co~ecting with hidher own organic creative impulses. Few of my teachea 

stressed forma1 artistic techniques, such as poetic meter, musical theory or dramatic convention. 

They chose not to focus on the intellectual and mechanistic study of artistic skiils. Artistic 
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technique arose organically out of a comection to the creative impulse. Fred did not teach me 

musical scales or formal analysis of compositions. We did not study theory or notation Rather, 

Fred taught me to connect with the sounds and the feelings associateci with the music, a 

comection which led to theoretical understanding when it became necessq in the naîural 

progression of my creative expression A similar pedagogy existed with Sean O'Hïggh, my 

poetry teacher, and Richard Pochinko, my clown teacher. These artists encouraged their students 

to connect with the fkee creative expression embodied in the form, Inner exploration and 

expression connected the artist to the creative force- My teachers were vital in facilitating my 

initial connection to my artistic spirit. 

Art therapy and the paradigm of holism 

Art therapy encourages a comection to creative impulse. Both Cameron's concepts of "creative 

recovery" and Jones' work, The Dreom Poet, address the psychological forces within the artist 

which influence culture. 1 submit that the process of creativity' as Cameron suggests, is both 

psychological and transpersonal. Transpersonai knowledge is kwwledge which transcends 

individuality and is informecl by a universal co~ectivity~ As I have s h o w  this has been 

documented by Grof (1 985), Chopra (1989), Pearce (1992), Jung (1955) and many others. 

Transpersonal knowledge connects the individual with a collective consciousness of humankind. 
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The psychological legacy of this model 

This theoretical model of the artist as educator also c o n t a  a psychological understanding of 

the artist (following Freud, Jung, Cameron and Perls). Just as new physics builds on Newtonian 

thought, modem psychological theory owes much to Freud. Many of Freud's concepts 

contribute to basic knowledge in our common culture. Freud's conceptuaikation of the 

unconscious gave us much of the vocabulary we use daily to refer to matters of mind The 

model 1 am proposing builds partly on Freudian concepts of the influence of subcoascious 

images on the conscious mind, and draws on others who followed him to create a holistic model 

of univenalism. Through the creative process the individual &a both consciously and 

unconsciously expresses subconscious imagery and impulses. This subconscious imagery is in 

tum informed by the unconscious. As demonstrated by Jung, the unconscious connects us to a 

collective unconscious, which embodies powerful archetypes. Archetypes are culturally specific 

and universal at the same time. 

The flow of imagery nios both ways, fiom the conscious to the subconscious and back again 

This neo-Freudian perspective can also be found in the dream work of Richard Jones. 1 suggest, 

as does Jung, that this imaginative imagery is also innuenceci by a collective unconscious. The 

collective unconscious is transpersonal in its nature. This psychological model is represented in 

Chart D. The upward side of the chart is the explicate order of diversity and matter. The bottom 

of the chart is the implicate order or unified source. Towards the implicate order are the 

phenornenon of niind: the colfective and individual unconscious, the subconscious and the 
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conscious. TOW& the explicate side of the chart is the ariistic media, the material world, the 

other and saciety. 

The artist consciously interacts with a medium to brhg the art into the social world of the other. 

The other is iikewise comected to its own psychology, and thus to the coiiective shared 

consciousness of the impLicate order. 

Chart D: The psychological mode1 of the artist and society 
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How arts teach an emerging worfd view: The Gift 

The creative impulse comects to individual psychology and to transpefsonal information found 

in the implicate order. As a result, creative artistic product holâs both personal information and 

collective idonnation. Cultural innuences are engendered in the form, substance and styles of 

the art. 

The creative process, (which, as 1 have shown, resembles the shamanic) involves a ritual of 

gifting. Hyde has documented this very well in his enlightened study of culture, art and society, 

The Gift; Imagination and the Erotic Life of Ptopetty 39. Hyde submits the notion of two types of 

trade economies; that of barter and that of the gifk Barter is an exchange of goods that leaves the 

trading partners emotionally wmplete f i e r  the deal. "This" is traded for a mutuaiiy agreed 

"'that". Traders cm walk away with no M e r  relationship. Hyde suggests that art exists within a 

gifi economy. He writes: 

"It is the assumption of this book that a work of art is a gift, not a co~modity. 
Or, to state the modem case with more precision, that works of art exist 
simultaneously in two "economies,'~ a market economy and a gift economy. Only 
one of these is essential, however: a work of art can survive without the market, 
but where there is no giA there is no art." " 

'Wyde, ibid. 
40Hyde, ibid. p xi 
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A gifi is different nom a trade. When we receive a gift we are indebted. Hyde believes that art is 

created in the realm of the gift economy. The artist has a gift: talent. The artkt receives a gift: 

inspiration. The culture is given the art as a gifl, and thereby uplifted in this process the artist 

accesses inner material and gives it to others. 

The art embodies generous amounts of cultural knowledge, teachings and stories. This 

conglomerate of information forms a curriculum which uplifts the culture through the gifthg 

process. In its truest expression, this art is comected to a universahsm which reflects Bohm's 

concepts of a unified field of existence. 

The CD as curriculum 

Living and creating in the final years of the twentieth century, 1 am an artist fiinctioning within 

a world view in transition. World views change. Ideas fiom physics have had impact on 

philosophy which has in t u -  had impact on the arts. When the artists express the emerging 

world view in creative terms they are communicating and reinforcing the world view among the 

populus. Artists are integrated holistic creators. They are a meeting point in society. 

As an artist, I tell stories which embody this paradigm. In bringing my work to the culture, 1 

strengthen these paradigms. In this way the emerging world view anchors itself in the society. 

The songs deliver implicit and explicit knowledge to the listener, via creative expression. This 

knowledge is an aspect of our shared cultural curriculum. Often this information is resonant 
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with cultural perspectives, and at times it reaches beyond a local cultural location to univenal 

cultural location. 

"The Longest Day" as currieulam 

Let us look at some specific examples of songs as cultural curriculum. 1 began this thesis with 

Tïie Longest Day. This song is existential in nature. It contains earth imagexy: "the dry the dust 

that never ends ... fkom dawn to dusk" juxtaposed with the lines: "1 wallred across their bones 

...j ust like mine, but overgrown." The poetry of the lyrk rningles the earth imagery with a 

graveyard motif and places the singer deep withui the rhythm of We. This Life traverses the 

outer world, and the imer. While the integration of huer personal experience with extemal 

forces owes much to romantic poetic traditions, this song also contains references to the hnality 

prevalent in existentialism. A M e r  level of existentialism is tacitly expressed. The longest day 

of the solstice is also the longest day of Me. The image of %eeping wind" and the iine "you'd 

love to go but you still must stay" each underscore the struggles of lives Lived hught with pain 

and difficulty. In spite of this text, within the music and Song there exists a sense of hop, 

silently communicated. The singer is in relationship to the forces of nature, both captive to the 

mortal physical body ("1 walked across their bones just like mine but overgrown") and 

strengthened by the continuity. The comection to the, nature, history and society offers hope 

and brings a sense of joy to the Song. It is this connectivity that brùigs resolution and redemption 

to the singer. 
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The curriculum of "River" 

Like "The Longest Day", "River" is a meditation on the comection between the imer world of 

expenence and the outer world of nature- At Grst glance, thîs is a song about the environment. 

With closer listening it becornes evident that environment is not just the physical world, it is also 

the inner psychologicai environment: 

deep inside I 've p h e d  down ail my rivers 

dammed tq the creeks and sealed up the flow 

tried to take the wildpluces 

t m  thern into calmer spaces 

ptcsh the rurhing nrmbling sounds 

beneuth the streets of stone 

The singer is again making a comection between what is outside the self and what is inside. In 

this case, the Song refen to the management of the forces of nature in the form of the flow of 

water. Water imagery cornes to represent the psychological riverways of the individual. As a 

society we try to bend nature to our will, yet we exist within nature. We repeat the exercise 

internally, taking our wild impulses, our natural authentic psychology, and attempting to codiQ 

and modie them to fit into clean simple packages. Despite these efforts the waters continue to 

flow strong. "River" also connects the individual to history in the references to the "ancient 
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village 'neath the site of Withrow School". The text implies that in seekhg understanding of 

nature, history and the psyche, we may exert a healuig effect The effkct is evidenced lyricaiiy by 

the restoration of the Don River, in which fish now spawn. 

Laundry on Saturday night and the healing power of art 

The Laundry Song is about We. R is about loneliness. It is about laundry. This Song, dong with 

the ballad Do you take me for cl fool illustrates the redemptive power of creative expression 

applied to life experience. Both Song confiont lonehess. In writing them, the author is able to 

acknowledge these feelings, putting them into a context which facilitates understanding. As a 

listener experiences resonance with these stories, he/she connects with the singer; loneliness is a 

universal feeling. Lonely songs help the listener find expression for hidher feelings. This 

connection helps to alleviate the loneliness and create community, a redemptive experience- 

Cameron's work supports a paradigrn in which artistic expression channels a healing force, 

psychological, spintual and communal in essence. Folk music, as 1 have shown, helps to create 

and define values, shared stories, political and spiritual sentiments. It is characteristic of this 

music that the cornmUIUlty is strengthened by the individual's expression. 
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The Dead Song 

The Deud Song pays tribute to many people ... but it does more than just that. It offers a 

celebratory anthem to the e w e n c e  of Me. Each of the people in the song has a story. The song 

is a remarkable synthesis, in which the singer is able to cornpress dozens of Stones into one. 

The cultural and personal icons are referenced in the song using a sort of shorthand vocabulary 

key to a wealth of stories held by rny culture. Each name conjures of images and narratives: 

Shakespeare, Romeo, Jdïet, Elvis, Einstein, Marilyn Monroe and JFK are people whose very 

names evoke stories and relationships. Gwen Baillie and 1 consciously wrote this song as 

teaching. Though we jokingly calied it "our Sesame Street Song for grown ups", (a subtitle which 

reflects the pedagogical self awareness we possessed as artists), we were, in fact, aware that this 

Song held multiple lessons. Song in the oral tradition change in the tellùig, and each 

performance allows new and deeper meaning to be revealed. This is one of the thnlls of the art 

form. In The Dead Song we discovered that the litany of icons teach in themselves. By calling 

up this Company of heroes, the song reinforces the iconoclastie cultural memory. 

Art as an expression of meaning 

1 have established, using research methods that embody what Wilkinson has called "Creative 

Reflective InquiryW1, that the artkt is an educator, who uses unique instructional methods to 

deliver a holistic curriculum to the classroom of the culture at large. This model can dari@ and 

reinforce the importance of the arts as both a cultural industry and as a curricular subject in 

41 Wilkinson, Joyce, 199 1. A research model presented in the graduate course Research and 
Inquiry in Arts Education. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. 
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as both a cultural industry and as a cinricdar subject in schools. Once we accept that art holds 

meaning, it is a short step to conclude that we leam nom a d 2  

The data collected fkom the auml folk tradition of my culture, illustrates how the artist expresses 

both a local and universal aesthetic vocabulary. This vocabulary is nch in meaning of a personal, 

cultural and trans-cultural nature. The ability of art to bridge cultures verifies the power of the 

universal aesthetic vocabulary. The information contained in the art is essential to both the local 

culture and the species as a whole. This information cornes to the arîist through a complex 

synthesis of personal story, cultural vocabulary, insight and inspiration, sereudipity and talent. 

This creative expression does not occur in isolation, but is called forth by the same cultural 

forces which infiuence the artist This synthesis is a process of curriculum making. It carries 

teaching fiom a wide array of human howledge. The pedagogy of this leaming is holistic and 

nonlinear, containing an element of chaos in its transmission. This pedagogy is appropriate to the 

emerging world view of inter comectivity promoted by many m e r s .  We are participants in the 

mutual creation of a shared world view. Art is an essential part of our cultural curriculum. The 

artist is a cornmunicator who msmits  this cultural knowledge and information. 

42Television commercials employ some of the most talented creative people in our society. 
Marketing is a major form of art in our culture. The art of penuading us to buy a specific 
product uses art to deliver its message. Creativity has a long history of king used to promote a 
specific cultural agenda. Propaganda is an example of this. The Nazis used the work of 
surredistic and impressionist artists as examples of negative influences on culture. They 
encouraged the making of art which reflected the values they wanted to promote. The cultural 
revolution of Maoist China likewise tried to rid society of art which would not support their 
values. These counaies leaders recognized the power of art to deliver explicit and implicit 
rneanings. They tried to conîrol the artistic expressions by force and coercion. 
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Individuai expression is a cure for propaganda Propaganda tries to silence diverse viewpoints. 

Through individual creative expression diversity of opinion can promote itself Many ari forms 

can be created and distribua with minimal expense. With minimai expense c o m a  accessibiiity 

to those who challenge the status quo. Foik music has a long history, as 1 have shown, of 

political unrest- 'These "folk arts" cany diversity and univedism in their politics. This is one 

of the key Merences in my curricuk mode1 and that found in schools. The artistic curriculum 

is based upon individual inspiration It's an anarchistic mo~l .The  hiezafchicai system of 

curricular approval is reduced with the accessibiiity of the art fonn In a sense, al1 ciariculum is 

propaganda. School itself is political. Art potentially challenges the status quo while existing 

within the local creative aesthetic. 
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